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...,._ :--- ·PRAC'l'ICALLY NEW, ull steel white enamel pat·

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

io 3' x 24', value new $575, sacrifice at $200, Tele·
phone 277-a824 or 268·0760.

R11t~s: 15 cents per word per day, one dollar

mln1mum, Advertisements run five or more
consecutive day11 with no changes, nine cents per word per day, lno refunds If e~tncelled
before five ins-ertions). Classified advertl.aements must be pafd in advance.
Marron Hall room 131 or by mall to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque, N .M,
8'1131.
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1. PERSONALS

10/16

NE~ MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center,
Qunhty lO·speed bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment. Trail Hnus Cyclery, 1031
San Mateo SE. 256·9190.
tfn

WATER TRIPS, Water beds, Water hecl systems
on sale now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
12/4
Central NE, 268·8455.
72 PINTO A.T. Lynn at 243-4150.

10/20

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien-

;;s .ds who care at. Birthright 247-9819.
~

z"'

tfn

BELLY DANCE SEMINAR, Nov. 1"2, Nationallyknown instruc:tor. 345·402l, 265-1834,898-4747.

•10/20
MAYBE ITS NOT so bad, We'll help you find out.
10/17
AGORA 24 hours, 277-3013.
MARY, The phrce is packed for lunch no one will
?ven n~tice us. E~eryone is always too busy sturtmg the1r faces Wlth horo sandwiches. Besides we
c~uld sit in the front mom or out on the patio.

~-------

10/16

2. LOST & FOUND
LOST PURPLE FRAMED, gray tinted glasses.
Cnli277·3D76.
.
10/16
FOUND: SOME MONEY on campus, Identify
amount and approximate location. Evenings,

2664054.

10/17

!:-OST: Dluc Le_::i jacket. Call 281·5167.

10/21

3.

Eleetions Commission meeting Thurs., Oct. 16,
9 p.m. in the student government offices rm. 242
SUB.
I
'
SCEC meeting Thurs., Oct, 16, 7:30 p.m., rm
2508&0 SUB, We have a lot to do··Pleasc come!
. NM~IR~ is looking for studerits interested in
mves~1ga~mg land ?wnership by government
ag:nc1es m New MexJco. Please contact the PIRG
office or stop by. Phone 277·2738.

INCOMPARABLE KOWA six camera with 85
Ions waist level viewing excellent, 344·6032. ~0/20

Pre·Med. Organization, general meeting and
election o~ vice-president Thurs., Oct, 16, 7 p.m.,
rm. 247, Zimmerman Library.

BICYCLES· Lowest price~ and largest selec'tion of
the finest European makes. Gitanes $115~ Bertfns
$165, R.C. Hallett's World Champion Bicycles,
2)22 Coal PI SE. 843·9378.
tln

UNM Student Solar Group will meet Thurs.,
Oct. 16, 5 p.m. at Mechanical Engineering.

~

CIJ

---

6.

EMPLOYMENT

PAR'l' TIME JOB graduate st.udents only. Af·
ternoon & evenings. Must be able to work Friday·
· & Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person, no phone calls please. Save Way Liquor
Stores, 5704 Lomas NE. 5516 Menaul NE, 10/23

..

KUNM FM needs a general manager by January
1, Full responsibility for student-staffed 100 000
watt equivalent, 24-hour, non·commerc'ial, low.
budget slatlon. Long hours and minimal pay
($5670) but fun and good experience for person
who can motivate students, Equal Opportunity
employer. Send Resume and letter to Charles
~oates, Journalism 201, University of New Mmc·
ICO, Albuquerque, NM 87131 by Octob~r 25. 10121
INSTRUCTORS NEf.1DED for Economi~s of r~em·
lnism, Sexism in Education and Alternatives for
Women. More information and applications nt Women S~udies office, Marron, 2331277·3930). Dead·
10/21
line Fnday, ~~4,1975.

Attention:. Grad Students. Applications for
researc~ monws and travel/conference monies are
now b~mg accepted by the Student Research
Allocatwns C.ommittee in the GSA office, rm. 106,
NMU. Deadlme for rest-arch applications is Oct.
3.1. Travel/conference applications aCcepted any
time,
_There. will be an informal meeting of a group of
Econom1sts from Peru, Chile and Mexico at 3·30
p.m., Thurs., Oct. 16 in lhe lounge of Ortega II~IJ.
Any Interested per;;;:onsare invited,

Thursday

·\

*

Notice *
New Admission Requirements for the
College of Fine Arts
the Sprmg 1976 Semester are available in the College
Fine Arts office, Room 1103.

Deadline for applications is 5:00p.m.
Oct. 30, 1975

It's In
The Wind

AUTO TUNING REPAIR. Reasonable, 1211 Cop.
per NE.Rearwest.
10/17

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST. students!
C~stom black-and-white processing printing.
Fmc-grain or pushprocessing of film. Contact
sheet.'! or ~ustom proofs. High quality cnlargemen·
ts, mounlmg, etc. Advice, if asked. Call 265·2444
or come to 171'1 Girard Blvd NE.
trn
PASS~ORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices m town. Fast, pleasing, Near UNM. Call
~65·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd N.E.

~.~lf

EXPE(RIENCED TYPIST. Manuscripts thesis
' 10120

~isscrtations, 50c per page. 845·3288.

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Dec. 6. Pre·
pare now, call Professional Educators of New
Mexico, Inc. 255·4050.
11/14
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST.IBM selectric guaranteed accuracy with reasonable rates 298-7147
10/20
•
•

5.

FORSALE

20 PORTABLE TV's $30·$60. 441 Wyoming NE.
265·6987.
•
10/23
4 BF Goodrich radial TA's with ~ags for 1972·75

Free introductory ~ectures on the Tran·
scendental Meditation Program, Wed., Oct. 15,
and Tues., DeL. 21, 11:30a.m., rm. 250B, SUB.
Symphony of Life presents two 10-wk. classes in
techniques, principles and methods of meditation,
Every Tues., 4·5;30 p.m., rm. 134, Honors Center·
and every Wed., same time and place. Classc~
open to new students throughout the semester
For furtber information, call 898·9120, M·F,
a.m. to 3 p.m.

tO

The UNM Student Solar group meets Oct, 16 5
p.m. i.n Mechanical Eng.
'

Saturday

Needed: Donations for the Future A
h
has s
th'
.
• nyone w o
.
?me mg re 1evant to 1975 and wants to put Jt
In a t1me capsule to be opened in 2025 pi
b.
ittoth St d LH
• ease rmg
e u en omecoming Committee AI
r
' umn
Oflice, SUB 200, before Thurs ., Oet . 16 ' 5 p.m.
"Hands of Maria," a film of Maria Martinez and
her ~ottery done in the traditional Native
Amcr1can way. All students welcome, free of
charge, Th~rsday, Oct. 16, 7 p.m. in the ASUNM
Craft. Shop m the Basement of the SUB.
NMPIRG needs student volunteers to speak

;~~;~olet malibu sizes GR60·14, $3f)Q, 842·8571.

bef?~e commu.nity organizations and to man the

1962 IMPALA. 265·4064 alter 6:00.

pct11Ion. table In the SUB. Stop by PIRG office at
Mesa V1stal Hall and ask for Elaine Baca. or Chris
Perry.

10/21

Friday

KME meeting Wed., Oct. 15, 7 p.m. in lounge on
4th floo! of Hum01nities Bldg. Dr. Stone will speak
on Mag1c Squares,

SUB Theatre
7 & 9 pm $1.00

Enter the Jelly Bean
Contest and Win a Free
Mirage!

Subscriptions
for

UNM Yearbook

Oct.15- 21

Starts
monday Oct 20
Books, Books
Gift, Paperbacks, Children's

10:30 - 3:30 pm
In the SUB
l

Bookstore

SALE

Ill AGE

,,i

UNm

Technical
Discount Records

Don't miss it!
..

.

While he failed to elaborate on
the "security reasons," rumors
have. been widespread that if
Duffey-Ingrassia is crowned at
t~e Cobo-Ute game Saturday,
VIOlence will break out. When a
~ale, Sam Taggart, won the election a few years ago;he was pum·
me led with stones.
"I'm very disconcerted about
some of the things· I've heard
about'the possibility of violence,"
said· Duffey-Ingrassia. "1 thihk ·
it's extremely bad sportsmanship
on the part of thpse who are still
freaked out about gays." .
(Continued on page 16)
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Lobo Defense Faces
Utah Aerial Attack

By Jon Bowman
Amid growing controversy
talk of violence. the outcome
the UNM Homecoming Queen
ele(~tio>n still seems uncertairr.
Zane Blaney,•a KMYR.
ewscaster, announced Wednight that self-avowed
P. M. Duffey-Ingrassia
the election, which was held
.Monda,y and Tuesday.
Contacted. yesterday by the
Blaney said he could not
com1me:nt on whether he knew
identities of the Homecoming
fprince:ssl~S and number of votes
re.,•ivt>il by each contestant.
He said he "is absolutely conin the validity of the reporI've made over the air."
Brian Sanderoff, ASUNM at·
general, said yesterday
computer tapes for the queen
election have been run. Sanderoff would not confirm,
however, KMYR's contention
that Duffey-Ingrassia was the
winner.
"The tape was run early
because we had to confirm that
·: the winner won by a relatively
· wide margin," he said. ''There
were minor campaign violations
from poll workers and candidates
and if the winning margin was
narrow, the election could have.
been ruled invalid/'
Sander off said he is investigating "to find out where
Blaney's unsubstantial source is.
"UNM President Davis has
been kept informed of the
· proceedings of the last few
days,'' he said.
•
. The ·attorney general contmued, "We would like to insure
the results are n"ot divulged until _
Saturday afternoon for security
reasons--no matter· who is the
winner."

No. 36

•

Vote
Results Stir
Controversy

FAMOUS QUIVIRA DOOKSHOP and Photograph
Gallory is one-half block from Johnson Gym on
Cornell. Special order service,
WILL TYPE PAPERS land correct grammar)
Call Kim. 265·3292.
10/IT
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Queen~

Greta Garbo
Clark Gable

OBO

Our Se.v(Jnty-Ninth Year of Editorial Freedom

OS,

Susan
Lenox.
1931

SERVICES

EXICO

Applica~ions for admission to the College of Fine Arts

•.

Hodgin Hall's Future,,
Saved~For A While

While this year's Homecoming Concerted efforts are now being
will pass al<lng with the fifty made to insure no wrecker flatothers celebrated at the school, tens its walls in the future_.
UNM's Hodgin Hall will
"I feel extremely good about
remain-at least for the time saving Hodgin Hall," said Gwinn
"Bub" Henry, director of the
being.
Located at the southwest cor· UN:M Alumni Association which
ner of campus, Hodgin has stood spearheaded the drive to save
fast since 1892. It is not only the the building. "Last spring the
oldest building at UNM, it was Regents went on record as
favoring the preservation of
also the school's first.
The building has undergone Hodgin.'~
Henry said the administration
several modifications over the
years, and at one time; there was will have the building remodeled
talk that it would be demolished. as soon as funds are available.
"It is our contention at present
that UNM will pay to redo the
building, whfle alumni con·
tributions will be used. to con-tribute.. to frs beautification by
purchasing furnishiqgs," he said.
"Hodgin at one time had some
real beauty to it," he said. "One
By Susan Walton
of its strengths is its oddities."
The position of Homecoming
Now a rather -delapidated
Queen was reinstituted this year adobe structure, Hodgin once
·by the Alumni Associatioir and had an -elaborately trussed roof
the Student Homecoming Com- and a red bricked exterior. That
mittee for Revival Homecoming was changed in 1909 Wht;ln UNM
1975.
President William George Tight
. were, · decided
The ' candidates for Queen
to alter the structure to
. screened by a committee o( resemble more closely the pueblo
students, faculty and alumni. The style of architecture prevalent in
nine women chosen by the com· the Southwest.
mit;tee were: Theresa Wagner, , "The building is there and it is
Dl\bbie Showalter, Julie Ann in poor repair," said Henry.
Rrordan, · Margaret Klotzbach, "Possibly in stages it can beLisa H. Arnold, Marcia Morse, brought' back to the state where
Duffeyo·Ingrassia, Donna K. it is usuable."
Stone and Marrianne Norwood.
The alumni qirector said the
The Queen will receive a ·group hecam~ concerned about
semester scholarship from the the future of the building when
Alumni Assoc.·and the two prin· the old Rodey Theatre was torn
{Continued on page 18)
down irt 1971.
{Continu.cd on page 19)

Queen Is Not
Just Beauty

,
By !fa~old Smith
The UNM football team will
meet the Utah Utes in its 50th annual Homecoming clash Saturday
at University Stadium, 1:30 p.m.
Last year WAC-foe Utah
achieved its .only win of the
season with a 21-10 upset over a
Steve Myer-less Wolfpack. ·
The Lobos are 1-4 going into
the game this year, with a win
over Fresno State, and close
losses to Texas Tech, Colorado
State, Brigham Young and
Arizona State. In the four losses
UNM has faced strong running
backs like ASU's "Fast" Freddie
Williams, Ram Ron Harris, and
Tech's Larry Issa<'.

Ne·w _Building
For Nursing,
·Pharmacy- set
By Lynda Sparber
Although the Colleges of Nur·
.sing and pharmacy have already
moved into their new building on
. the north campus, the official
dedication has been delayed until
this Saturday to coincide with
Homecoming.
The College of Pharmacy was
formerly ·housed in a small
building on the main .campus
which had only one laboratory
and· a few offices. Most lectures
and labs were held at different
places around campus and
faculty· offices were also scattered.
The College of Nursing, while
having had more centralized of·
fices, also had to use several
buildings. Thi! college has moved
.several times and has had spacE;
at one time or another in Yakota,
Zimmerman, Marron Hall and
most recently, Mesa Vista.
The new $3.5 million building
was financed primarily by the
Department of Health, Educ;:ttion
and Welfare, with some funding
co'ming from the State.
Originally each of the colleges'
had put in separatl!l bids for grants, . Larry
Ballweg,
administrative Coordinator of pharmacy, said, but it was decided
that housing the two colleges in
the same building "would create
·an interdisciplinary at·
mosphere." Ballweg said QVer
{Continued on page 16)

In the Ute game, however,
UNM Coach Bill Mondt said the
Lobo defense will face an offense
which basically relies on an air
attack. "Most of their big plays,"
he said, "are through the air."
Pat Degnan will start at the
quarter.back position for Utah.
Degnan hit tailback Frank
Collins on a touchdown pass last
Saturday in their win over
Wyoming. The Degnan-Collins
TD and three field goals from
Ute placekicker .Mike Brown
gave the Salt Lake City squad its
first win of the '75 season.
"We think we're better than
they are," Mondt said. "I don't
·think there will be a big point~
spread though,. It'll be an ex·
citing ,close football game."
Mondt said "nobody has run
over" the Utes in their four
losses. ".They've just made a lot
of mistakes," he said.
·
Mondt said ·the Lobos have
made mistakes too. "I don't know
if there is a weakness. We've
given away things, and have had
a lack of concentration a.t times.
"It's a. good football team, but
to get the rewards, like bowl
games, you have to win. These
guys have worked hard," he said.
UNM, like·Utah, does not have
a running back who has
"establish'ed" himself. "Bob
Forrest," Mondt said, "has really
improved, and freshman Mike
Williams has the potential. (Don)
Barnes, (Smol<:ey) Turman and
(Jon) Sutton are also good.
"It's just that nobody has
asserted himself, saying, 'I'm the
running back'."
With the Lobo's ace. quar·
terback Steve Myer, who is.now
ranked fourth in the nation, the
Wolfpack will undoubtedly go to
the air against Utah. On the
receiving end of the New Mexico
connection will be newly commissioned tight end Keith Elfis,
and split end Preston Dennard.
Mondt said Ellis played in the
first game, but sprained his
ankle. "He was not full speed un- '
til last week," he said. Ellis
caught six passes in the Sun
Devil game for 103 yards.
"Ellis will open up some of our
other receivers," Mondt said.
"At least they won't be doubling
up on Dennard. Probably the
most consistent contingent of the
Mondt Wolfpack is the~
specialists. Field·goal kicker Bob
Berg is ·ranked second in the
(Continued on page 16)
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1925: TuitiOn $30 a Senl_ester

By Terry England

Since only 50 people graduated
from UNM in 1925, everybody
.,g knew everyone else, even .to the
~ extent of being on a first name
~ basis with the faculty-.
·c;;
This is the huiin difference betA ween then and now, said reunion
8 chairman for the class of '25,
'R Patrick Miller.
~
"You have as many people at
~ the University !\OW as we had in
~ the whole of.Albuquerque when
Z we were there," he said.
"The thing you all miss that we
~ had is a: personal acquaintance
~ with students and faculty. You
P-< knew everybody, and had a chance to observe the quirks and
characteristic.s of the faculty,"
0

Classes were smaller, in fact
Because transportation was
the tot:ll number in Miller's class almost nonexistant, life centered
was 100. Fiftygraduated, around the campus. "We had
bec(luse some dropped out, got time to play around," he said.
married and others transfered.
"We had to make our own enTuition was $30.00 a semester, tertainment. Dances were the
board and room was $27."50 a big things. Ballroom dancing, of
semester, of which five dollars course." Miller played banjo and
went for the room. The food at sang in a dance orchestra in orthe dining halls "was mighty der to make a little money.
good."
"When I .was a Freshman, the
"Out of the whole student .Sophomores
tried to break- up
body, there were maybe a dozen
our'dance. We had a Jot of fun."
cars," said Miller. "Central
avenue was unpaved, with an Sports played a big role in
electric streetcar running bet- campus life also. The schedule
ween downtown and the campus. usually included Arizona
The last car was 10:15 at night, State (then at Flagstaff.),
.and if you missed it you had to Arizona, and the New Mexico
Aggies. "We rarely beat Arizon,a.
walk back to campus."
They had more,money and were
better equipped. One year a
player named Tom Popejoy
kicked a field ,goal and won the
game for us."
Fraternities were popular
then, and Miller was a member of
Sigma Chi. There was always a
rivalry between fraternities,
especially where the white
elephant was concerned.
· "Pi Kappa Alpha got a hold of a
on a lO~K Gold plaster
white elephant that was
part
part of the Old White
Elephant Bar on Second and
c

•

SAVE
UPTO

$10

JJRTCZJRVED

Offer good
the· entire month
of October.

BY JOHN ROBERTS

By Michael O'Connor
'1he "good ole days" of 1925-the War to End All Wars was a
fading memory and America was.
in the midst of an unprecedented
boom many thought would never
end.

ORDER YOUR RING NOW

your personal service

Je•eelerar:;:;...,

~
~ •• t<O'

Central. They put it in their
estufa (still on University Blvd.)
and the big deal was to try to·
steal it from them. One year
Sigma Chi got it, I think.
The fraternities ·were the center of social life on campus. Veterans of World War I were in the
fraternity, and were generally
· looked up to because they were
older. "We ha.<f a lot of respect
for them," said Miller; "Theyk11pt us younger members in
line.''
"We didn't have such grand
mansions to live in eithP.r ," he
When the windstorms
said.
up, there was no protection.
The main buildings were sand would really whip
Rodey Hall, Hodgin Hall,. the campus," said Miller. "'l'h-..1
physics-geology,
engineering,
Hokona girls' dormitory and were no lawns or paved roads
east to hold the sand down."
Kawatka boys' dormitory. A the"We
didn't have
sanitarium and other small' radios, automobiles or
bulldings were all that there was money," he said. "I.don't reJne!o·l
on Central.
ber hearing people talk
"There was not,hing north of being bored or asking 'Who
the Sigma Chi building, except a
golf course. They had sand
"I'm thankful that my years as
greens', and they put oil on them
an
~er~ simpler
because they couldn't afford that thanundergraduate
what you have to go
much water. You had to rake the
sand down between the ball and through. You've got so many ·
the hole when you were ready to things to think about and
disagree' about that makes life
putt."
more aonfusing."

.AND SAVE!

2 3 1 B. CENTRAL SE • the Store for Diamonds • ON UNIVERSITY HILL

Save! Thurs. and Fri. Oct. 16 and 1?'...

~he dreams of the 1920's were
to become the nightmare of the
1930's; but most of the people
were oblivious to any future consequences, living life for all it'
was worth.
Thos·e were the days--of
prohibition, gangsters and
bathtub gin; of people who took
pride in breaking an unpopular
Jaw resulting in widespread
disrespect for law and order; of
thf:! TJ!apot Dome scandal which
rocked the federal government
and the country, ending in
widespread investigations and
the forcing out of office of a high
government officia).
New Mexico
Vol. 79
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Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202
The New Mexico Daily Lobo is PUb-.
liilhed Monday through Friday every
rqular week of 'the University Year
and weeklY. during the summer session
bt the Boai-~ of Student Pub~icntions ~f
the Univers1ty of New MeJcaco, and IS
10t financially associated with UNM.
3econd class postage Paid at Albuquer..
.. 1ue, New· Mexico 87131. Subscri:ption·
rate is $10.00 for the academic year.
The iPinlons expressed on the edi·
toria1 pages of The Daily Lobo are
those of the author solely, Unsigned
opinion is that of the editorial board·
of The Dniiy Lobo. Nothing printed in
The Daily Lobo. necessarily re:ol'csents
the views of the University of New
Mexico.

on "'"'""" for th1s great sal Iii on !he famcus DAIR.Y QUEEN*
_,.,,.~ , •.1,. Two fresh·r:ut banana slices nnd Am&rica·.~ favorite
trllal, topped with chocolate, Strawberry,
pinllapp!e and whipped topping. lt 's:
"scrompdillyishu~"~ Treat the whole
ganq during this special_ oHer at
,, parlkipatlng DArRY QUEEN
States. It's "scrumpdlllyishus"!
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On the University of New
Mexico campus the order of the
day was whatever sport was in .
season and Greeks dominated
campus activities and campus
news.
But more often the editorials ·
concerned themselves with the
"lack of tradition" at UNM where
freshmen "know no rules" and
"there is no. distinction between
the first year man and the man
who has shared in campus life for
three years and worked for a
position which he deserves."
Sports fill~d the paper's front
page to such an extent that in one
issue sp_ringtime track and field
was the banner story while the
results of the ~SUNM presiden·
tial election was played as a much
less important story, below the
fold of the paper.
Debate was also big on campus
and included such topics as
"Resolved, that we should pity
our grandchildren."
.This was the first important
debate of the year, and according
to the LOBO, "The audience was
almost drivel\ fo tears as the affirmative speakers drew a
desperate and hopeless picture of
conditions as they are to be when
our grandchildren mete out a
meager existence on the remnants of thli rich resources wh.ich
we are at present devastating."
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ESQUIRE
HAIR DESIGNERS '
OQ6. 5608 - 4th NW
DQ7. 640 Broadway SE
DQB. 2300 Central SE
DQQ,• :;!918 Eubank NE .
DQ10. 3908 San Mateo NE
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Experts in the latest techniques of
Hair Cutting for Men and Women
20% off all organic
hair products.. curling irons
and hair dryers thru Oct. 30 with this ad
Free Hair 'Analysis & Consultations
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What Is
Homecoming?

~

<I>

By Wright Van De,usen
1950 LOBO Editor
.,;
Today and tomorrow UNM will put itself through the paces of what in
Q)
bll all probability will be the biggest celebration of the year.
The University's twenty-fifth observance of Homecoming will include
p...
everything any campus festival ever had, or will have--a queen, a parade,
dances, banquets, receptions, open houses everywhere, a football game
between ancient rivals, a giant bonfire to help push along a pep rally, bands, house decorations, the campus dotted with luminaries, an oversized
issue of the campus newspaper, a time capsule to be reclaimed 25 years
hence--and so on and on.
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But what is Homecoming? What does it mean to the graduates, for
whom it is primarily designed? What does it mean to the students, many of
whom hav~ put in hours of almost tireless preparation on the various
features of the celebration 7
The alums. To them Homecoming is mainly an opportunity to recapture
some of the essence of their younger days. It is also a chance to greet old
friends and make new ones. And for many, the biggest kick they get out of
it is trying to figure out how the alma mater managed to get on without
them for all these years.

They want to see who the current athletic heroes are, and to try to compare them with those who brought grid glory to the campus in their day.
They want to remember how they swore at. the liberals, or at the conservatives, who were at the helm of student government when they were
in school, and they want to see who is on top now. They want to reclaim
some of the memories offered by the classrooms and the relentless
professors who ruled them and they want to see how many of their old
profs have survived the years to greet them now with a smile. They want
to see if they can still find their ways around the campus, now cluttered
with new buildings and old barracks.

Or maybe the alums don't even care about any of the above things.
Maybe they have just come for a .chance to get away from it all. Maybe
they've just come for another chance at those wonderful, uninhibited
college "parties."
Now the students. To them it is a weekend crammed with merciless
competition and unlimited fun .
Bitter rivalries spring up as to who put forth the cutest Homecoming
queen candidate and why that candidate didn't get it; who had the best
float and house decoration and who the heck badgered the judges into
awarding the prizes to this one or that one; who should have won the
hotly-contested Homecoming football game and who actually did.
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Who Are These Kids?
Many lowly students are wandering the campus hoping someday to just get a job. Here
are three such UNM graduates who found jobs. From left to right, UNM Regents Albert
Simms (1938 Mirage) Anne Jordan (1944 Mirage) and Austin Roberts (1953 Mirage)
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Homecoming:
By Susan Waltqn

he Nostalgia

I admit it. When I first came to UNM I could not see
the point of Homecoming, or maybe I was too "cool"
to get involved with something as obviously oldfashioned and on its last legs.
Well, for some reason I put aside my prejudices
toward Homecoming this year and I took a good look
at it.
In the 1960's college kids were radicals, there was
always a protest goinu on somewhere about Vietnam.
The 1950's group was supposed to have been the hellraisin' -est bunch on campus since the 1920's.
Well, what about us? If you put aside our apathy,
the most glaring thing about us is our fascination for
nostalgia.

Well, let me just pull out a piece of nostalgia for
you. Homecoming is more than a queen or a dance
(are you still wincing at the old-fashioned idea of a
Queen and a dance--"What, no Beer?"),
Homecoming is when the Alumni of UNM come
back to see what it's like now at the patch of ground
where they spent four or more years of their lives.
How's that for Nostalgia? Are you the least bit curious
about how UNM was, seen through a student's eyes,
25, 30 or 50 years ago 7
A vacation from class is ·always in effect. Parties are planned
This issue of the LOBO has articles about what it
everywhere. Nearly every student plans to take in the whole business from
like, who was here and what they were doing.
was
the coronation tonight right on through the always-packed Homecoming
Some
of the people who were seeing, saying and
hop tomorrow night.
doing those things will be here on campus.
Here is what Homecoming is: a weekend designed to bring together all
Now don't try to get out of this. If you're interested
of UNM's citizenry, both young and old, for one purpose alone-now in the Spirit of Homecoming, find a way to get inenjoyment.
volved.. Go to the dance (yes, one without beer),
So here's wishing everyone the most enjoyable Homecoming of them
check
out th~ Greek house decorations (How else can
· all on this, the celebration's silver anniversary.
you say, "Yes, I remember back in 75," to your gran-

ge

Homecoming
With

dchildren?), go to the game (I tried it for the first
this year, it's not too bad), stop by an Open House
go to the CONCERT TOMORROW·
Homecoming is a chance to
1 1
Times change, people change and
change.
When the tradition of the Queen started; she
elected for her appearance, personality or POIPUlilfi(JI
In 1970 UNM elected Sam, a man as queen. In
we didn't have an election at all. This year we
have elected a self-avowed lesbian. Times change,
change.
I'd like to remind the alumni that things will not
the same here as they were when you walked
our adobe halls. look at your shoes. You've
worn them, but the styles have been different. '"'•1•'••1
done away with spikes, we're wearing Earth
and platforms now.)
When we come back to UNM in 40 or 50 years
may find an old-dated Humanities Building has
torn down and replaced by a "solar cap" transp'o~
center.
Maybe you'll be back here in 2025 when the
Homecoming capsule will be opened. You'll land
your "solar cap" and mosey over to the student
1
center and open a time capsule which may show
1
pictures of our streakers and air-fouling
Does that grab you?
Well, think about it. This is a weekend of disco\18111
and rediscovery, in short, a weekend with a lot
things to get into.
Get into the spirit of it. It's for mingling, the oresem1
and the former UNM students are gathered
together. I go along with Wright Van
editorial-enjoy it, whatever you do.
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Depression Bred Strong Generation
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1930: A Belief 1n Puritan Eth·
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Wilson
~harmacy
John Denslow RP.h. o·wner
Graduate of 1974 UNM College of Pharmacy
Full Line Pharmacy
Personal Needs
Greeting Cards.
Kimmel Candies
Men's and Women's Cosmetics

Serving U.N.M. Since 1939
Come in and Check us out!

Within walking distance from campus
3100 Central SE at -Richmond- 255·5581
Across from the Lobo theatre

By Sarah Seidman
the annual reunion of their class,
Those were the Depression
one
of four alumni years (1925,
years, when the class of 1930
1930,
1950 and 1965) being
hoped their parents could afford
honored in the 1975 Homecoming
to put them through another festivities.
year of college before sending
The 45-year reunion on Oct. 16
them out into joblessness.
will
feature a social gathering,
Some students worked a year,
complete
with open bar and dintrying to save enough to put
themselves through two ner, at the Cocina de Carlos, 4901
semesters of classes the next Lomas NE, with the 70-some exyear. Some grabbed the scarce pected guests choosing from a
. part-time jobs available, working Mexican or American dinner
as lab technicians or menu before watching the State
repossessing cars and furniture .Fair players perform a 20-minute
for the ravenous loan companies. melodrama, "The Mail Order
Sheriff of Robber's Roost."
It bred a strong and stubborn
"That is, if there is enough
generation, which firmly
said. "If too many
room,"
believed in the American goals of alumni Elder
show up we won't have
hard work, saving and monetary
. room for the players."
success.
A slide projector will flash
"Times are different today,
photographs
from the 1929-1931
but no easier," said Ned Elder, a
Mirage
yearbooks
on the wall
tall thin alumni of the class of
every
eight
seconds,
giving the
1930. "The kids today don't take
any pride in themselves and guests a visual memory of their
people, old or young, won't ac- campus years.
What might their memories
cept the lack of it."
be? In that era, perhaps pictures
Elder
and
co-chairman
of their yearly Homecoming danWinifred Reiter are organizing ce, with girls in knee-length or
long dresses and shoulder-length
bobbed hair and the. men in the
newly-fashionable wide pants
and crewcuts.
Jazz was the music of that
time, but dancing being "a contact sport" then, one was more
likely to see the fox-trot or waltz
being executed. The Charleston
was fast moving out of vogue, but
a new dance called the "Fleahop"
was gaining popularity.
"Of course people took pride in
their appearance then, not like
these days. Customs were much

Now you can make your own

brilliant Cibachrome® prints
directly from your slides.
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Lobos Lgse in 1930,
Snake o·ance Po,pula,r

more circumspect and a
would never be seen with
midriff exposed or her hair
By Mike Gallagher
dressed' or in curlers,"
said.
"I have no objection to the
The countr~had been in an economj_c depres~ion for little ~>Vera
hair and beards in men today,
year, breadlines were. lon!?er then, and Franklin Delan~ Roo.sevelt
.cept when it's unclean. It's the
had yet to raise his wh1t!J spear and charge the wmdmdls of
titude that bothers me,
depression.
·
young men who seem to -~"i!'"l<i
The 1930 UNM Homecoming was bi~ger _than ever before. The
in offending older people,
Aggies came up from Las Cruces by tram wsth a hoard of drunken,
want to show their disdain for 1
debauching fans. The LOBO headline greeted the Aggies with, "Eterthe older generation traditions:•
nal Foes but Steadfast Friends, etc ... ".
.
.
Elder, who used to be· upset
The Sunshine Theatre played "Gold Diggers. of Broadway," in
the "filthy" SUB and the
honor of the historic event.
cleanliness on campus, said
The UNM Lobos were humiliated by the Aggies, losing 14-6 in front
has seen some improvement
of a crowd of 3500 students, alumni, teach.ers and fans. Th~ Lob~s
the University in the past sewlt.l!li fumbled their way to the loss, leaving Lobo fans to drown m the1r
years.
tears and Aggie fans to swim down the Rio Grande in drunken bliss.
He said the LOBO newspapers(Women's Liberation was a major topic on. the campus as students
of a few years ago "used to"'"""''" debated: "Resolved that the new freedom of women is responsible for
offensive material on
the increase in divorces."
·
and now "they're not- good,
"Co-ed dance; some of our bigger, better girls will make up for the
they're just less bad." Elder was
shortcomings of men and give the campus femm.es an exhibition of
the LOBO associate editor while
real dancing. Of course, other thrills will be thrown in," read a LOBO
at UNM, as was Reiter, who also
news brief.
managed the Alumni
for many years.
The campus was also embroiled over the plan to paint a "U" or
"I made a half-hour of credit
"UNM" on the Sandia Mountains.
·
English for working on the
"Every man in school could go up to the mountain carrying ;vat.er,
and I wouldn't have met
water, wood and lime. The womel1 of UNM could go along brmgmg
requirements without it. You
food and fun for the rest periods," a LOBO editorial said.
to earn grades then, they =~·eon'>
· Another. editorial condemned "Serpentine Dancing," during the
given to you like now," Elder
halftime of football games. Apparently the dancing got a little out ?f
said.
hand when the sophomores started spanking "cl>wed Freshmen with
When Elder started college in
wooden paddles."
..
•
.
1926, the entire University had
The LOBO derided the spanking and was espec1ally annoyed w1th
350 students, and even when he
the students for breaking 'the ethics of college gentlemen. "College
graduated, all the faces were
gentlemen do not involve themselves with Serpentine d~~cing durin~
familiar.
halftil]le, they wait until the end of the game and part1cspate only 1f
He takes pride in running
the home team has won," the editorial said.
,
down the list of successful
Homecoming activities included a blanket hop-and the LOBO asked
classmates who will be attending
everyone to get;"behind this dan.ce and make it successful-baring in
mind those big blankets."
.
the reunion, about one-third
professional people,
. There was a parade to "out-shine all other parades," a barnfire to
~----------~-----r,.'J • ~'~J
--,·,_-~Mortar Doard will mN•t Sun., Oel. 19, ,j p.rn.i~
"Burn
down the City of Albuquerque," and decorations to "cover the
lhl' l.agunn D<>Var~as Hnll rornrr Joungr. F(•t
mort• info call277-3368.
,
.
.
. ' ,
frat'ernity shacks."
Hell's Bells, a LOBO gossip c~lumn.of the h_me wh1ch d1~d a vwl7nt
Applkntions for ASUNM Scholarships ft.r tht
death a short time after the'homecoming, prmted lots of 1.nterestmg
}'all S<.>mC'sl£>r ar(' bl'ing accC'pted at lhl' Student!
personal items:
_
Aids Oftil"<.> fn Mesa Vista Hall until Oct. 24. Aw3r
Learn Ballroom dancing. tonight, 7 p.m., 1801
--Sid
drankc()eveloping
fluid
at
the
Kappa
Sig
brawl and tr1ed to take
ds will be basl'd upon n<'.a.dernic standing and finan·
Las Lorna!'>_._ _ _
cia! need. Applications available in the Student
•
·. .
.
pictures later....
Folk communion, To(fay, 3:30 p.m., 1801 ltas
Aids Offi~e.
LomasNE.
··Wilma Lusk is afraid of the dark and Sonqy 1s glad of 1t ..._.
Gay;') consciousness raising O"ap group•.
Ed Clnr"k of lhe Louisiana Worker newsptt11cr
-·Jack Koch was· going around trying to mooch drmks at the
organizational meeting for men and womrc.
will speak on the "End or Leninism," Fri., Oct. 17,
homecoming dance....
.
Sun.
Oet.
19,
7
p.m.
In
Juniper
Offict>,
lOSS
7:~0 p.m .. rm. 231A&B, SUB. Admission Iitty ct>n·
MC'sa Vista Hall. I' hone. 277-2564. '
ts. Sponsored by Student Organizing Committee.
• --Chauncey Kemp is still bragging about the $15 dates he had m St.
Louis....
'
1
Every Thursday & Sunday nights starting at 9
Th<' German Club will meet Fri., Oct. 17, atMO
p.m., KUNM plays JAZZ, 90.1 FM,
p.m. in Ortega Lounge to plan a picnic. Plem
--The only difference between high s~hool boys an~ college gent emen '
come.
is that H.S. boys•carve their names m wooden cha1rs and college gentlemen carve their fraternity initials....
.
--Many of the girls· at the dormitory are entertaining gu.ests over the
Homecoming weekend....
_
--Men who say they are wDmen haters love more quickly and more
.:
.
., .
passionately than other men.
The LOBO literary section featured a short p1ece entitled, ~y E~
perience as a:., Marihuana Eater," where the author, fo~gettmg h1s
upper plate, cannot chew his marihuana and· swa~lows h1s chunk of
marihuana-whole. The poor man then buys two M1rages and returns
to his room to "indulge in some heavy reading."
·

GOOD - BYE JBLI
Altec lansing is Coming .I
~
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You've read about it. Now see Cibachrome for yourself. We have
everything you'll need to make your own Cibachrome prints.
And our Cibachrome experts will show you how easy it is.

OUR

25th
YEAR

OF SERVING
·NEW MEXICO

lOWER PRICES
WITH SERVIeE

523 CORONADO CENTER. • 299-4473
3417 CENTRAL AVE. N.E • • 266-7766

The Mirage is happy
to announce a cover
designing contest that
is open to all UNM
students. We are offering
a $25.00 prize to the
creator of the 1975-76
Mirage cover. Entry blanks
& details can be obtained
at the Alumni office.

Sale ends
when they
are all gone.
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OPEN MIND BOOKSTORE
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Opposite Lobo
Theotre

Blow
Out

List

~

$156.00ea

$,225.00pr

Displays Only
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The~Beginning
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Or The End
-The Lusson Twins
Prophecy for the last 25 years of this century,
~ starting now.
Guide To .Pyramid Energy
Kerrell & Goggin -More about the·Mysterious
pyramid energy we know to exist
.
Dialogues Of The Soul And Mortal Self
In Time·Adventures In Consciousness
(An lntr~duction to Aspect Psychology)
: The two newest book~ in the· "Seth Series"
by Jane Roberts are here noU,J/

They tast I

!

JBL at

NEW BOOKS

30JO Central SE
262-0066
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L-100
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·:: are limited in some models
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Regent Frelives ·'Frictionless' Era
. By Cha~les McElwee

In a recent interview he· said
there may have been ·a little al!tiThere was 'less friction bet- establishment feeling between
0
,.0
ween
the faculty and the ad- the s.t u dents and the ad0
ministration
at UNM in 1937, and ministration, but "It was more
H
1>. the students were less beligerent
like a small family and it w.as
·~
than they sometimes are today.
<d
easier
to communicate."
~
Simms
said he was impressed
0
way
Dr.
At
least
that's
the
with the size of the school when
·~
" Albert Simms said he remem- he
X
got here. "When I came to
:;g bers it. Now president of the UNM in the fall of 1937 there
~ medical staff at St. Joseph Hoswere 1700 students and we
pital and a member of the UNM thought the University was
break at the seams it was so big."
c;S Board of Regents. Simms was a
in
the
fall
of
beginning
freshman
And the campus was ex(!)
OJ)
1937.
panding;
Scholes Hall, the ad<d
p.,
0"
.
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CANTERBURY CHAPEL
Sunday Services
9:36 AM. - Holy Communion
11:15 AM - Holy Communion
· 5:00 P.M. - Holy Communion
Weekday- Holy ComiJlunion
425 University NE

12:30-Wednesday
12:30-Saints Days

2nd Edition of lQue Paso?.
An English-Spanish Medical Guide & Dictionary

price $1.95
Also Reading Readiness Is •••
A picture book for Students, Parents,
· and Teachers - price $2.00
.At the UNM Bookstore

ministration building, had ju.st and Simms, displaying the sortof
been completed and construction quick witted logic which has serwas under way on a new library; ved 'him well throughout his life,
later to be named after UNM replied, "I don't know, but I'm
·President Zimmerman. The old not Albert Simms,"
library occupied what is now the
Simms said while he· was at
art building on the south end of UNM most of the students were
the campus.
~ in school to get.an education.
However, he said that wasn't
While he· was at the University
Simms was interested in student exclusively ·the case. "There
activities, serving at various were lots of us there fooling and
times as class president, member fiddling around. It was the day
of the student co unci I and of pranks and one thing and
student senate, and student body another. It was no real serious
threat; in other words there was
president,
.
A character profile which ap- no continual confrontation betpeared in the LOBO while Simms ween the students and the adwas student body president told · ministration."
of one his earlier educational exHis own pursuit of a course of
periences.
pre-medical studies didn't give
A precocious nine years of age, him too much time to get into
Simms was making his first at- pranks said Simms, "But I
tempt at playing hookey from the joined a fraternity (Sigma Chi)
Fourth Ward Schoo I of and enjoyed it very much."
A I b u que r que when he en·
Simms said there was not the
countered
the
notorious continual friction between difpoliceman, "'Hook'iry" Tom. The ferent divisions· of the Univercop asked the boy who he was sity; they were a much more

Campus Faculty Remaining Since 1950
By Sarah Seidman
About 33 faculty members
been at UNM since 1950,
female professors (one part) and 31 male faculty mem-

!',.

Albert Simms
unified group than they are now.
He said communication was
1
easier between stuqents ill.,,dif.
ferent parts of the University
too> since "we all knew each
other because it was a small
school and we were all taking
classes together."
He said, "Now it's a big place,
and I don't think there's quite as
much communication between
the students."

Homecoming Sqhedule of Events

Humecoming Schedule of· Events SATURDAY, Oct.l8
'75
--Dedication of Phar.macyFRIDAY, Oct.17
Nursing building, 9 a.m.
--Open houses and bl)ildings for
students,
4-6 p.m.:
--Greek house decorations read;r.
Fraternities--Kappa
Alpha, Phi
.for viewing tonight at sundown.
--Student Homecoming Dance, 8- Delta Theta, Pi Kappa Alpha,
'
12 p.m., SUB Ballroom. Ad- Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Sorority:
Delta
Delta
Delta.
mission free with UNM I.D. card,
International Center, 1808 Las
music by Bluetail.
--Class of 1925 reunion, 5:30p.m., LomasN.E.
LOBO newsroom, Marron Hall
Albuquerque Country Club .
138.
--Alumni free tamale picnic, 11:30

'
a.m., Johnson football field.
----LOBO football, UNM vs. T:Jtah,
1:30 p.m.
Student body Homecoming
Queen crowned at halftime,
--Class of 1950 reunion, 5:30p.m.,
Four Seasons Motor Inn ..
--Class of 1965 reunion, 9:30p.m.,
Four Seasons Motor Inn.
--Homecoming concert with New
Riders of the Purple Sage, Johnson Gym, UNM campus, 8 p.m.,
tickets $6.50, $5.50 students, all
seats reserved.

Follow Your Nose

The total number of faculty at
time was 260, with 4300
ents. Today UNM has an
of 23,000 students
employs almost 1000 faculty
jmenlber>.
Jane Snow, an associate
wr'OH,ss•cr of music, came to the
Tni·ver•sit.v in 1947 and says her
among the women staff
must be attributed to
"inspiration of my students,
fact that I love my work ...and
" She sees no major attitude
;~~~~:;~;,,~in the students of the.
;,
as compared with those
the fifties "except, in our
department, the students
work harder."
"The faculty was more tightlythen because it was smaller,
we were trying so hard to imand build our departSnow said. Many other
!pr·ofe,ss<l~s contacted in the innorma• survey agreed the large
p1uuw'"' of faculty in 1975 makes
harder to form a united group.
. "In 1950, the enrollment o.
returning veterans from World
War II began to diminish and
memberS were more

now the campus is larger, more
exciting. We have national
speakers, more of evet•ything
now. I think the students are
richer for it," he said.
"Students today are not different or less intelligent than
those in 1950, but the mature and
highly-motivated veterans then

'

Wengerd, who considers himself
a geologist first and a professor
second despite his 38 years at
UNM, said students are smarter
but less well motivated and
prepared than the hard-working
vets of the fifties.
Art Professor Bainbridge Bunting, at UNM since 1948, is most
concerned with the communicative skills loss he has seen
in students since the fifties.
"There is a complete inability to
think through a problem and
write an answer. Students are
coming to the Univeriity with a
g_rade-school education and I

Photo by Amy Radt•r

Jane Snow
afraid of losing their jobs," said
Dr. Raymond R. MacCurdy, a
professor of modern and classical
languages who came to UNM in
1949. "The students of the early
fifties were a security-conscious
generation and I think the last
few years has shown a recurrence of students who are worried
. again about jobs first."
Professor David B. Hamilton
of the Economics department,
who came to the University in
1949 also, is most optomistic
about the past 25 years. "I'm not
one to think we're all going to
hell in a hand-basket here. When
I came here it was 'Sleepy U.'and

r

worked harder in school," said
Modern Language Professor
Marshall Nason, at UNM since
1947. "Students today are not
trying as hard to reach their
goals."
P r of e s s or S h e r m an A .

·-----~~-

Bainbridg(J Bunting

--

think it is the fault of our high
school system."
Seconda'ry
Education
Professor Wilson H. Ivins, who
came to UNM in 1949, said the
problems in the high schools have
no simple answer. "Humans now
are same as in 1950, but con·
ditions in the world are different,
We have people at the University
now who never would have been
here 25 years ago. The vets then
were superior students because
they were motivated, that's what
is important. Today many
students are in high school
without wanting to be there and·
their parents don't care either,
hence they are not motivated to
learn."
Professor Guido H. Daub of
the chemistry department since
1949 thinks the faculty may have
graded harder in 1950, and he finds his students "may be less
prepared in mathematics now"
than then.
Dr. Victor H. Regener, chairman of the physics department,
who came to the University in
1946, said neither students or
faculty have changed sub·
stantially in his department in 25
years. "Courses have changed,
though in our field there is little
high school preparation and we
prepare our students from the
basics here at UNM."

Campus Sound Headquarters Since 1949
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1950: Korea, CofTlmunists, and Assassins
By Orlando Medina
In the year 1950 certain events
0 provided the source for a book,
'§ movie and present-day television
...:1 program, started a decline in the
b motion picture industry,
'<;j strengthened security around
A0 the U.S. President and made
.~ peanut growers happy.
i;:l
Those major events· were the
~ Korean Conflict, the rise of
;;:: television, an assasination atCl.l
tempt on President Harry
Z Truman and a world bumper crop
;=: of peanuts.
Cl.l
On Sunday, June 25, the armed
t;f forces of the Democratic People's
P-. Republic of Korea crossed the
38th parallel and invaded South
Korea.
World reaction to the invasion
was immediate and climaxed
with commitments by the U.S.
and the United Nations "to take
emergency action, including armed forces to stop the
aggression."
Military commitment by t"l1e·
U.N. came after the introduction,
of the Sanction Resolution by the
U.S. at a meeting of the U.N.
Security Council and was app~cvoil on a vote of 7-1; the
Soviet Dnion did not attend the
meeting. The U.N. General
assembly later approved the
resolution on Nov. 3.
U.S. action came when
President Truman directed
American forces into "police action" in South Korea.
i,

~,l
I

'

to tell

seq uently
anti-communist
"blacklists" and "loyalty oaths"
appeared. The "blacklists" included people from all industries,
and individuals were required to
sign the "loyalty oaths" for
federal and private employmer.t.
Two major trials appeared in
the headlines and both dealt with
the possibility of communism in
the U.S.
Alger Hiss, a former aide to
President Franklin Roosevelt,
was sentenced to five years in
prison in 1950. He had been tried
in 1949 after being charged by

Whitaker Chambers that he
(Hiss) delivered U.S. State
Department documents to the
Russians in 1938.
The other major trial centered
around communism in the U.S.
involved
I;Iarry
Bridges,
president
of
the
CIO
Longshoresmen
and
Warehousemen's Union. Bridges
was found guilty of perjury at a
naturalization hearing after he
testified he had "never been
associated with or never been a
member of the Communist party."

On the entertainment scene in
the U.S., television was biting into expected revenues of the
movie industry and later on that
year color television hit the open
market.
Top movies of 1950 were: "All
About Eve" (Bette Davis), "Annie Get Your Gun" (Betty Hutton), "Born Yesterday" (Judy
Holiday), "Cinderella" (Walt
Disney), "Francis (the talking
Mule)," "Harvey" (Jimmy
Stewart), "Sunset Boulevard"
(Gloria Swanson and William
(Continued on page 181

Ex-Que~n for More '50 Splrit
By Kathy Perovich
In 1950 the Lobos lost the
H01;necoming game, but the
players were.not booed, and the
coaches were not criticized.
"It didn't matter so much if
they won or lost, we were always
behind them," Sue Hart, who
reigned as queen over the 1950
Homecoming festivity, said.
Hart said that when the
players returned from out of
town games, there was always a
throng of appreciative fans
waiting for them at Johnson
gym.
Hart is now employed at UNM
as a foreign admissions· officer.
She was a member of Chi Omega
sorority, and smiles when

are

the way you were born to walk, which helps .._
make them wildly comfortable.
"
And Roots are made in Toronto of top-grain
........ ___ ..:,
Canadian leather, which helps make them
beautiful.
Listen to your shoes. Have a chat with your feet.
Then come see us and try a pair of Roots.
You'l.l find them (in more than a dozen styles) ~ . . L >., '.·.
only m the Roots s t o r e . R o o t s ......... '"' ,,; : :··

•

........ __

"Be kind to feeL They oum umber people two to one."

~~.

Revival '75 Honors Early Alumni

'

A representative of the
People's Republic of China attended the U.N. meetings on the
Korean question and accused the·
U.S. of "aggression in South
Korea and Formosa."
·
As a result of the Korean Conflict, the U.S. Congress extended
the time limit of the Selective
Service Law and the U.S. armed
forces grew in size from 1,500,000
men and women to 2,300,000.
Other than the Korean Conflict, the American headlines included an assasination attempt
on Truman, the speeches of
Senator Joe McCarthy of
Wisconsin and -the trials of those
individuals involved with "the
growing threat of Communism."
The attempt on Truman's life
came after two Puerto Ricans attempted to charge into the Blair
House where Truman was
staying while the White House
was under repair. In the ensuing
gun battle one of the Puerto
Ricans was wounded and the
other was kilied.
The February of 1950, Sen.
McCarthy began a series of
speeches that charged that, "The
U.S. State Department is infested with communists." McCarthy's principle targets,
though he never openly called
them
communists,
were
President Truman and then.
Secretary of State Dean
Acheson.
McCarthyism spread and sub-

reminiscing of how things were lot of student participation, and
when she attended UNM.
people supported all sports, not
"It was a casual time, the war only the big ones," Hart said.
was over, and the world was at
Women lived in residence halls
peace. Since there were about or sororities. Although Greeks
4800 students, you knew were held in higher esteem, and
everybody, and it was more per- sororities "were a bigger thing"
sonal," Hart said.
then than they are now, Hart
She said that students wore said. There was little hostility
bluejeans to school, and it was a between Greeks and non-Greeks.
time symbolized by laughter and
"Greeks were big, and they
having fun, without intense reac- played an important role, but
tion to world affairs.
they by no means monopolized
In 1950 there were no men's the campus," Hart said.
dorms on campus, and male
She is optimistic about the
students were forced to commute future of Greeks at UNM, and
from Kirtland Air Force base. feels there are indications that a
This distance did not dim their Greek revival may be at hand.
enthusiasm for participation in
Hart said she would like to see
campus activities. "There was a more school spirit at UNM, along
with an increased pride in the
school. "When I was in school we
were proud to go to UNM."
Homecoming was a big happening at UNM in those days.
The decorations were elaborate,
and the student body put con·
siderable effort into the event.
"We wanted to make it nice for
the alums," said Hart. She admits the crowning of a <tueen is
Look at a pair you've lived with for a while and you'll see two things.
not the most important facet of
The heels have worn thin.
Homecoming, and in fact com·
plains that in her day "there
The soles have become comfortably curved.
were just too many queens."
Your shoes are actually trying to become Roots®.
"There was a queen for
Roots' slim heel and rocker sole are made for
everything," she said.
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Albuquerque- 3107 Eubank Blvd. N.E. (In Scottsdale Village)- (505) 293-3377
Scottsdale-7014 5th Avenue- (602) 994-8866 .
Tucson- Universily Blvd. and Park Ave. (At University Square)
Las Vegas- 2797 Matyland Parkway (Sunrise City Shopping Center)- (702) 732-8808

Class reunions, including a an affair beginning at 5:30p.m. at
i cocktail dance for all ex-students, Albuquerque Country Club. Pat
i will highlight Revival '75, the Miller of Santa Fe and Alumni
;51st annual homecoming Association PresidentS. Y.
"Tony" Jackson, Jr., are in
';celebration at UNM.
· Attorney Jim Branch, chair- charge of that event. All classes
. man of the coming home events before 1925 have been invited to
:for some 50,000 alumni,- says join. the 50-year class at the dinner.
i plans for both alumni and student
·homecoming are on schedule and
The classes of 1949-51 will
:that an extensive weekend of ac- meet from 5:30 to 8 p.m.
tomorrow at the Four Seasons
i tivities is on tap.
: The class of 1930, the only for their reunion. Marian and
! group to reunite annually, began Jack Cobbett, Betty and Ben
! the reunions with a dinner Thur- Horton, Mary McCullock
i sday night that included the McReynolds, Rose Ellen and
1-dasses of '29 and '31 also. . _
Fred Calkins, Lee Brown, and
; As in past years Wmtfred Bill Fields are handling·
I Reiter, former editor of the New arrangements.
i Mexico Alumnus, and Ned Elder
The rejuvenated Forty's Club
"11 handled plans for the gathering will party and dance at the
at Cocina de Carlos.
· Sheraton Old Town Inn from 5:30
\ The class of 1925 will celebrate p.m. until the end Saturday after
" ,1its 50th anniversary today with the homecoming football game
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events.
Ex-students are invited to·
meet old friends and to register
for homecoming beginning at 9
a.m. today in the A I u m n i
Association offices in the SUB.
Dean Emeritus Lena Clauve will
again greet returning alumni.
Alumni may pick up free Tamale
Picnic tickets·, keeps a k c
homecoming pins and Hilton Inn
party tickets free-as long as
they last, as well as pre-paid
tickets both Friday and Saturday.
Other alumni homecoming ac-

Jtm Branch ·
_ ~
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by Garry Trudeau

fContinut>d on pag!' J81

I

against Utah. Maxine and Jerry
Friedmand and Pat and Paul
Heggem are in charge of this
renew.ed effort to make the '40s
group active again.
The class of 1965 will be
honored at the Saturday night
bash at the Hilton Inn, beginning
at 8, which is for all ex-students
of the University of New Mexico.
Free cocktail tickets for this
affair, as well as for the annual
Lobo Tamale picnic before the
homecoming footbo.ll clash, are
a vaiI a b Ie in t he AI umn i
Association offices at UNM -as
are complete details about all

1
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.Editor Remembers
Emerging Activism
By Lynda Sparber

!
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Covered
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Editor's Note; What kind of.kard Sgt. Noel Looney head of UniverIncidents such as the Gulf
controversial news appeared. on sity police, said yesterday.
Tonkin spurred stud
The petty thieving seems to be
the front page of.. tke Da1.ky
awareness.
LOBO 25 years ago? ¥ost of the general rather than restricted to
Student government
front
page ne·ws conststed of an- any one area. It~ms have been
.
increasingly active during
..
nouncements
sports and feature taken from women's dorms,
time, voting in resolutions
type stories . but this one story Dorin D, and the men's· new
st the war, financing
stands out as "hard news." The dorm, Sgt. Looney reported.
events for the barrios,
Mrs. Gladys Orme, head
·headline
reads
LOONEY
providing funds for students
r-esident
of Hokona Hall, said five
PROMISES
,ACTION
IF
T/fEFgo to Mississippi to work in
·wrought
iron smoking stands, a
TS
CONTINUE.
The
civil rights movement.
Mexican
plaque,
a number of ash
subheadline is STEAJANG
"I don't recall that
REPORTED AT FOUR DOR- trays, and a recently purchased
majority of students paid all
MS· OVER $150 FILCHED. The floor lamp were al!long the things
much attention to it
stolen from Hokona. A student of
rep~rter was Bob Riddle.
government), but it set the
that
dorm reported that she had
"Stealing on the UNM ca"mpus
for what the public thought
a
radio
taken from the reception
thought."
must stop, or we shall be forced
lounge
one
night while she and ,
to call in a special investigator,"
Cagle said that, in retrosJJedJ
the student government's •etioo,>
"were somewhat
but not as much as the
by Garry Trudeau
would have it."
The activism on campus
,.
(IJI{O AH I 5l!PPOS&Q
he said, the work of one strata I
TOFJEP MYS&tF.
subculture of students.
Of [1}/JRS&! 1H6 . f(f)USJVP,
now, 90 per cent of the studenl!l
j COU&6& PI<ES/PfNT REAf)Y TlJ
were just there to go to school."
: J tvAS FIV6 YGARS COMPROM/56/
'
AGO!
Then UNM President, 'l'hnm•••
I
Popejoy, "was a skillful,
slapping politician ... a firm
der of student liberties." .t'opeJoJf
once went before an An1ericarl
Legion Post in Carlsbad
were harping about Co•mrnur1is~IP 71
on campus and told them to
up or shut up," Cagle said.

Oct 18.75.
from: I p.m. to 8 p.m.

Delamar
Plaza
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Hatchback

.

Gary Burton

Honda Civic CVCC.
The more the merrier.

guest artist

with Allen Asher
and the
Bob Brown Quartet
This Sunday 8:15PM
Simms Fine Art Center

If you like Jazz dig the
same quartet every
Tuesday
KHFM 96.3
This ad sponsored
for music lovers
by the

HOUSE

En!fll·

The more Honda Civic CVCC's there are the
Tht;re's also the Honda Civic CVCC Hatchback
better off everyone will b e. T h at •s w h at a 1o t ' • with "~ rear door for easy access and a folding
rear
seat to give you
of people are saying.
.
,, more room. The fourspeed
got
39
mpg.
Many· think Honda's CVCC engine, with its

IIJOK, CAN'T Pili TAlK 71115

THING 7lfRm/6H? I OW
SE/3 IIBO/..!SH/M3 MC. BUT
f)()N'T ASK M/3 W 6/itlr
/JIJ{(!I( 71113

!'tEASe!

1/N/VIii<SITY!
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/1/!ll

OKAY/
OKAY.1
I GIVe IN!

IG!V61N!

innovative three valves per cylind,er, iS: the
internal conibustion engine of the future. It
meets stringent• Federal and California 1975
emission standards without a catalytic con·
verter. While remaining stingy with each
gallon of gas.
But best of all, Honda doesn't offer just one
model with this amazing new engine. There's
a whole family of Honda Civic CVCC's.
Newest Is the Honda Civic CVCC Wagon.
Perhaps the most practical wagon ever. In
""tests It got 39 mpgt" Its rdu seat folds down.
And it has' five doors, including a floor-to·
. ceiling, rear door that makes loading and
··
carrying bulky things easier.

Or the Honda Civic CVCC 5-speed that got
42 mpg!'* And gives you such sporty extras
as radial tires, tac.hometer, houndstooth
pattern seats and more.
Of course, the perfect car for you may just be
the 4-speed Honda Civic CVCC Sedan which
gives you all the room jou need Inside for
four adults. And &ut 39 mpg:'
We figure the more Honda Civic CVCC's you
have to choose from, the more pleased you'll be.
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*Far highway driving according to EPA_Iab tests.
CVCC and Cl'o'lc are Honda lrad~:marks.
01975 American Ho11da Motor Co., tnt.
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SWEATSHIRT

e.

Live Music Concert

\

TRIM T-SHIRT

tivities include: campus tours·, at ~
~
10 and 11 a.m. and 1 and 2 p.m.
today, beginnillg at the Bronze ~
Lobo in front of Johnson Gym; an e:J.
exhibit at the Fine Arts Center; 8
emeriti faculty a ned ad- t:l
ministrators luncheon; a Zimmerman Library Tour; a World q'
War H-Navy 30th anniversay !;'
party at Mayor Harry Kinney's; 0"
a reception and breakfast for the 0
Alumni Lettermen's Association; 0
a World War II-Navy stag g.
0
breakfast; the annual University 0"
Women's Homecoming break- ~
fast; an engineering coffee and ~
alumni club meeting; music
department open house;
dedication of the Pharmacy·
Nursing facility.

Jazz Lovers

B.&. :I:..
COLORED T-SHIRT

• • •

0

Limited Stock· Come Ea.rly
WHITE T-SHIRT

. her date were out for refresh- missing by the men of the dorm.
ments. Money losses have been One man lost more than $100 at
comparatively small.
the beginning of the semester
Dorm D had a table lamp when he left his billfold in his
stolen, Mrs. Mahone resident trousers while taking a shower.
there revealed. A lighter and $22 Another had a piggy bank taken.
have· a,lso been taken from that Two other men lost valuable
dorm.
papers and about $1 each.
Sgt. Looney said that several
A few. nights a~o vandals
cars and a jeep had been stripped broke the locks on three vending
of accessories near the men's machines in the men's dorm and
dorm. Some of the parts were tampered with two others. The
found in the incinerator behind loss amounted to more than $10,
the dorm ..
according to Mr. Haralson.
E.L. Haralson, of the men's
Haralson said that some items
new dorm, sa.id that quite a n_um- reported stolen could possibly be
her and vanety of possessiOns located in the (iorm lost and
and money have been reported found department.

Revival
(Continued from p;1.gc 11}
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Wh'en Car~oll Cagle was LOBO
editor, from the spring of 1964 to
the spring of the following year,
the students at UNM were on the
brink of the new'era, the edge of
the student uprisings.
"Before then, college students
were .junior adults waiting in the
wings for their slot in society,"
Cagle said. That year "began the
metamorphosis from the 1950's."
By the 50's, he said he meant
the period from around 1955 to
1964, a period of attitudes more
than an exact period of time.
Cagle was a sophomore when
he began his editorship. He now
writes for the ''New Mexico Independent," and is a stringer for
~~Time" magazine, "Newsday"
and the "Washington Post."
Returning UNM Alumnus, Captain
"Ductz,
the
won
The beginning of this
when he mistakenly bombed the baseball field during the 1965 Homecoming Ceremonies. metamorphosis was marked by
The crater came to be known as the UN M Ductz Pond.
the appearance of the Beatles,
the Goldwater-Johnson issues,
the growing popularity of
marijuana, activities in Black
Power, and the first stages of the
Vietnam war, he said.
Enter the Jelly Bean
One' of the main "causes" of the
year,
Cagle said, was "the right
Contest and Win a Free
of radical organizations to be
recognized on campus.
Mirage!
"People were still calling other
people Communists. While that
may not cause anything more
than a yawn now, it was quite a
provocation then."
Cagle said, "Most of the people
on campus then and now seemed
to be concerned with using the
University as an economic
tool ... preparation for a job."
After awhile, though, students
began to see the University as a
part of the bureaucracy. Along
with the awakening of social activism came "the realization that
some distant bureaucracy could
order a young man half-way
around the world to fight a war.
"Vietnam was more obscure
than World War II," Cagle said.

UNM· Crime Wave in 1950
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Features: ·
.Zero Tracking Tone Arm
· _.Synchro -:- Lab Motor
.Anti-Skate Adjustments
.Rumble -62db
.~I 1;2 Platter

..

-

..

Limited Quantities

Total

'

...
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Separately:

XP-7S Speqkers, .. · .. ~59.80
Z-92 ............ 159.95
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Fisher XP7S
Speaker Sy~tem
· 12/J Woofer
5 Mid Range·
3 Treble Speaker ·
Frequenqe Response
'33-20~000 hz
Weight 321 lbs.

14.95
6. 95

11

314 Receiver with :4-XP65S Speakers
-

.

.

KR-540~

·

AM/FM-STEREO RECEIVER

...
• With hot shoe

Originally

·

35 Watts Per Channel, Minimum RMS at p ohms,.
20-20k Hz with no more than 0.5% Total Harmonic Distortion

An.niversa.ry ·sate Price ·

For Black
odel With

F;l.4 Lens
and Case

Feature
Woofer
Range
Tweeter
Response

Garrard Z-92 Turntable & Pickering· Quad. Cart.
.Built CD-4 Demodulator
.Joystick Control
.1.8 FM Sensitivity ·
.15 Watts x 4
.
· .28 Watts x 2

.Full Band Width .
.20-20/000 hz
.8 ohm Load
.No less than
.05 Band Width

hi

•

$299;95

• Split-screen
focusing

I

$1341.60

$KENWOOD.

$KENWOOD

• Silicon metering
system

~

11

("

System

• Case

'

QD 2000 Cart .. 60.00

t

• f/1.8 lens

Complete
-System

414 Quad Rcur ...... 449.95

I

.

'

.

ILhli:>LJ

I

$236.80

FUJICA ST 701 ·

Fisher 414 22x4 and 44x2
From 20-20/000 hz into 8 phm Load
with :no Less Than .05 Total Distortion

'~·

. .

•

-

.

..

.

.{

Shure M91ED

.
.

.

..

.Bass MidrantJe & ·
Treble Control
.SQ Matrix ..
Decoder ·

'

:

·.·.

.

!'

.

"

.

'

If Purchased SeparateJy
. Garrard Zero 92 .... : ... : ..... 159.95
Shure M91ED. .' . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 54.95
Base.: : . . . . ... . . : . . . . . .. . . . . .. . ....14.95
Cover ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 95
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Deluxe Quad Stereo System
· Featuring Fisher 414 w; CD-4.
Demodulator Built-In ·

-.Bullt-ln CD-4<
.Joy Stick
Balance Control

~--·~,.;'<"!1'..!
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Special Sale
Price
·

'

System

•

GarmrdZ92

illard's

Winrock Center Phone 294-2411 ext 246

q_,__
Factory ·Authorized Sale
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Attention Chic~nos
and Chicanas
The Mexican American Law Students
Association will be, sponsmjng
a recruitment day at the LaW' School on
Saturday October 18 at 10:00 am
Members of the Law School faculty :will
speak on the various aspects of the
··admissions process. Al.l interested students
are· urged to attend.

estern Wi~e and Liquors
is having a free tasting featuring
Santa Clara Rom Pope
(Pronouf?.ced - Rom Poe Pay)
Irnported wine des.~ert specialty
To introdu~e this excellent product
we are having a free tasting
Featuring Bacardi Rum and
Rom Pope

'

Friday 2 - 6 pm
Saturday 2 - 6 pm

35 Winrock
Center NE
298-7811

Quee'! Vote Stirs Controv~rsy

1965: 15¢ Hamburgers and Beach Boys

h

(Cont_inuetd from. page 1J

ave it· based on academics stude'nts Would get involved·
A~.
ASUNM
senator,
she
said
rather
than· turned' into a beauty violence, but added, "I can't
s h e ran a very clean and fair pa gean t .
,
count for the actions of
By Tim Gallaghe':
campaign.
"My supporters weren't voting persons.
The year was 1965, The theme
"I certainly have no intention· for. me,"· she said, "they w.ere .
"With all this going on,
· ·• for the Homecoming house
· of denying the fact I'm a lesbian voting against the old societal portant .thing has been
decorations was "Hollywood
?ecause of this," she said. "That stereotypes."
ten," he said. "We had
~~ not · the rea~6n why !. ran .
AS UN¥ president A 1an . women involved in an '""'"'OIL
e1ther, al~houg~. 1t was o~v10usly . Wilson said ·he too had heard which
is important to all of
very pertment.
.
rumors of,..violence, but sai'd he All conducted themselves in
Asked f?r her react1?n !;o the had not heard anyone advocate admirable manner."
rumored VICt.?ry, she satd, I feel any violent action themselves.
Kevin Keller, chairman of
pr~t~y and Wltty.and ga)'.
"At a football game, people get Student Homecomin_g
.
.
I m not trymg to make a in fights over a referee's call" mittee, said he had he.ard talk
~?cke~;y; of. Hom~c9ming," she Wilson said. "After a few'beer~, violence and thought ''it would
sa1d. I d Just hke to see it· people can do anything "
totally disheartening if it
br?ught. up to date. If you're
The ASUNM presid~nt said he ,pened.
gomg to have a queen contest, doubted whether any University
'~Regardless of who the
is, violence. will be .a totally
scene for the students at
University," he said.
Keller,. another
(Continued from page 1)
h
.
senator,
condemned the
osp1tals.
3000 invitations have been sen.t
Anita Park~ administrative and KUNM for publishi
out for Saturday's dedication, assistant ill nursing, silid the KMYR's Homecoming report,
which will b,egin at 9 a.m. college now has equipment some
"To print stories like that
Speakers to be featured include • other schools do not have, such as .unfounded,;' he said. "We
Gov. Jerry Apodaca, Dr. Ferrel the rotating Stryker bed for burn the legislature "Love Lust"
'Heady and UNM President · and trauma patients. She said title of a Lenore Kandel
William Davis.
there are no classrooms aside which was qistribu,ted in
Pharal)lac:Y's new facilities from some seminar rooms classrooms and raised the ire
provide three and a half times as because the self·paced learning· the legislature), and now
giving them little rumors
much space as before. syste!p does not require them.
are
out of order."
Laboratories were built for unSeveral rooms in the nursing
dergraduate students· and also area are replicas of hospital
for teams of ad.vanced students rooms, froin hospital beds down
and faculty. Several seminar to the tissues and water pitcher.
rooms and two large lecture halls Another room resembles a gymare part of the complex.
nasium of therapy equipment and
Ballweg was pleased to note h_ospital devices including a lifethat the construction had Size baby doll and·wash basin.
resulted in "good-sized stock
·The home-care unit is 'a large
rooms and modern, up to date, room furnished like an efficiency· (Continued from page 1)
facilities and equipment." There apartment. It is used. to teach nation with 10
is now room to increase the students how to help patients and punter Jim Haynes
college's programs and number who require care after they have averaging 40 yards per punt. ··
of students. New to the college returned home. The room is
are a temperature-controlled en- monitored by a camera to tape
When asked how the strin~
. vironmental chamber and an sessions for later critique.
losses may affect the Lobos I
animal room, where test animals
A large part of the nursing the Golden Annivers
are· kept in c'Ontr'olled en- course is self-taught through Homecoming
vironment stalls.
Mond t said, "It has
tapes of various medical
Two biology laboratories were procedures such as breast cancer discouraging to lose, but I
included for the benefit of both .examinations. The_ new building think we'll be down."
the pharmacy and nursing ~a~· a room devoted to the tape
students. The facilities for the library with viewing machines,
He said there is a "good
nursing college coincide with a· televisions and headsets.
ce" UNM could win the rest of
new curriculum which will give . There are 386 nursing and 284 games. "There is nobody,"
stude,nts more training on cam- pharmacy students enrolled in said, "on the schedule we
pus rather than Jab work in the the new program.
·
beat."
~

-

·· ~ . Nursing Dedication

Lobos M~l-!·
Utah's Ut

Boulevard." A Henry's Hamburger was 15 cents. The Lobos
upset Iowa State 10-9, and UNM
student James Kennedy had just

announced that he was a Communist.
The furor over Kennedy's party affiliation was soon forgotten,
but the Homecoming of a decade
ago will always be remembered
as the one in which the queen,
Redd Torres, arrived at the game
in a helicopter.
She and the 17,346 other
people in the stadium that day
saw the 2·6 Lobos defeat Iowa
State, who was favored by two
touchdowns, on the basis of
Mickey Williams' toe. Williams
kicked a fifteen-yard field goal to
boot the Lobos to victory.

bin." (i.e., "with 10,000 Raleigh
coupons you can get cancer.")
Paul Couey was the LOBO's sports editor in 1965. He predicted a
21-14 victory for Iowa State.
Sports editors have smartened
up. They do not make predictions
anymore.
A few names have bridged
those ten years. The Beach Boys
had a December concert
scheduled for the Civic
auditorium. Recently-defeated
District 6 Council candidate Ken
Gattas was vice-chairman of the

HENRY RUCKER

Founder/Director
of the Psycbic Research Foundation Chicago, Illinois
..

Lecture- Man, God,. And The Healer
..
• •

,

Donation requested $2.00

bctober17 ·Friday.· 7:39pm· at the Kiva lecture room on the UNM campus

Workshop - The Tarot As A Tool Of Meditation
Workshop fee $10.00
October 18 - Saturday -10:00 arn - 4:00pm - at the Group Harmonics Center
Mr. Rucker will be avai~able on Saturday evening and Sunday for private
consultation. For appointments.pr further information call 265-6557.

.
1year warrqnty on all parts and labor.
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SALE:
SG 410 Amplifier
839.50
62~.50

Les Paul Custom
710.00
NOW 560.00

& many more

Gibson Marauder
350.00
NOW 280.00
Ovation
385.00
NOW 300.00
Mosman Flint Hills
610.00
NOW 475.00
l
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A ridiculous combination of several
ridiculous Roman comedies
By: Ellen Dowling
October 16 - 19, 8:15 pm
Humanities Bldg. Theatre, UNM
RatedPG

115 Harv~rd Avenue S.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
265-8347
1325 San Mateo Blvd. NE
Phone 265-6557
Discounts tO Students & Facult
·~·--~ ·'·~~~·~·.,~~f~f4•~v*+'·~~~·.~~~~,~~~~·~u~~~~-~-~~~J•J;,•,,y .•w~~J~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Blow It Out Your Toga

•
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PLAUTE, HAEC SuNT NuGAE

· Duke City Typewriter Co.

..

S::
m

The Bugger City Poycrty Players INC.
Present

NOW

Guitars
Alembic
Gibson
Guild
Ovation
Rickenbacker
Veleno
Mossman
A Lo Prinzi

::;;

And Now For Something Completely Classical

A resource center for information
pertaining to lllldlvldualand group
growth.

Group H~~monics Centre

Homecoming committee.
Queen Torres' attendants
were Kathy Hayes and Nancy
Harrison, The decorations awar·
ds were won by Pi Kappa Alpha
in the men's division with a
theme of "Moby Dick" and Alpha
Chi Omega used a twist of a Mary
Porpins song "Super Kill The
Fragile Cyclones Expose 'Em To
Our Doses" to win the women's
division. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
stole the Sweepstakes Award
with a theme of" Ali Baba and the
Forty Thieves."
·
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First Law Graduates
Celebrate 25th Year

1950: Communists,
Korea and Peanuts
l•'irst organizatwnul met•twg of L"tM Wildtor·
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nt>ss Rtudy Group will m('t•t Mon., Oct. 20 1n th"'"
RNH.Iin~ Hoom. 3rd floor Ortega Hall at 7:aO p.m.
D~ve 1' orm~n, chuirrn:Jn of the Nl'w Mt>xit'O

WlldQrness Study Group will lw tht-re to tn•lp us

get .<.~tar ted,

Nntional Chicano Health Organi.ration
Mon .. Ort. :.!0, 6 p.m. at eJJiCJlltl $tudi(.'S,

tn{'etlng

Work-Study has posttiotJs tlpf.'n for remamd~r of
~"'m.(>sll'r <ll!d_ next. 'it'ffif'Slt>r. Most jl>bs arc
cler1cal f(.>qutrmg typHlg, !tlin~ und general office
sktl!s. Othe_rs rvquire background in cht>tnist 1·v
lgrad), entnn~£<ring an<' mechauiclll engtne{'ring
!gra.dl•. t'omputer programnung, key punch and
()~attstu:s.

Also p()sitwns for Jab aides. ltbrary
atdcs and geJ;J('ra~ labor. Chctk with Work-Study
ofli~e~ . Mesa V1sta Hall, ror qualifit:attons,
('hgtOiltty, and applica.tions.

UNM president was Tom L .
In the New Mexico elections Popejoy and the University of
Edwin L. Mechem was elected New Mexico population stood at
governor and Tibo Chavez was 287 faculty 3,468 students, and
eJected lieutenant governor. Out 692 graduate students.
going lieutenant governor was
Joseph M. Montoya.
Oh Yes! The world had a bumper crop of peanuts which totaled
'rhe state's population ac- about 11.4 short tons. The U.S.
cording to the 1950 census was contributed about 2,038 pounds.
681,187 and Albuquerque's The nation was at war but had
population was 97,012.
plenty of peanuts.

Hodgin Hall in 1975

ol

... Hodgin Hall Stays for Awhile

ll..

Sue Hart

: (Continued from page ]J

"As it now stands, the building

• •

BUST UTAH:

Hart stressed the spirit of
Homecoming. "It is a time when
everyone can come together, and
a lot of alums really look forward
to it," Hart said.
She said there is a "lack of
laughter" on campus now, but

• • •

After the Game
'til 6:00pm
15~

Good Only October 18, 1975

she respects students for their
concern of world problems.

•
"These kids are better
educated than we were and are
definifely more matu;e " she

sa1'd •

cesses will receive half scholarships.
Joe McLaughlin, vice chairman
of Homecoming Committee said
the women were judged "on their
campus and community participation, poise and overall appearance. It's not just a beauty
contest."
"The candidates will be escorted on to the field at halftime by
the UNM football team. A bicentennial flag will be pres en ted to
President Davis. Tbe announcement of the winners will
be made then."
He said Gov. Jerry Apodaca
and President Davis will crown
the queen and the queen and
princesses will be escorted off
the football field by Dan Smith,
~
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AMERICAN
BANK OF
COMMERCE

Jim Boggio and Mike Roberts,
local television sportscasters.
"There will be chariot races
before the game," McLaughlin
said. "Two fraternities, SAE and
Sigma Chi will have home made
chariots which their pledges will
pull a quarter of the way around
the field."
Pi Kappa Alpha will have their
1917 fire engine in the stadium
and will blow the siren for each
score made by the Lobos against
the Utah Utes_
Qualifications for candidates
for Queen were that she be a
junior or senior female with at
least a 2.5 grade point average
and must have attended UNM for
at least one year. The last time
UNM had a Homecoming Queen
was in 1973.

K&B
Music & Appliance Co.
4516 Central SE

Phone 255-7575- Guitars
Harmonicas - Music Books
Conn Organs- Pianos- TV's

University
Branch
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BANKING HOURS

9 a.m. - 3 p.m. Monday through Thursday
9 a.m.- 6 p.m. Friday
9 a.m.- 6 p.m. Monday through Friday (Drive-In Service)

Magnovox "MX" High Compliance :
Stereo Component Systems
:

:

Current LP. Records and Albumsat Discount Prices - $3.00 and up

I
I

3rd Location Now Open
1641 Eubank NE

American Bank of Commerce's University Branch has relocated
its office from the campus to 2706 Central S.E. And in our move
we made- some changes. We're now a full-service branch with
.
more people to serve you and new hours to serve more people.
Our natne's the same-- just our location and service has changed.
.. for the better.

~

In Store Financing

I PUNNO,
GOO,
MAN, I
IVII.4T'S
11.4PPIJN/Jf) 01/NNO..
10

J

University Branch
2706 Central SE

Telephone 765-5230

A Member of the BSI Family
"Banks that believe in helping New Mexico
and that means helping you!"

I
I
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I
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·· "bY Garry Trudeau
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WELCOME
BACK
ALUMNI!

We've Moved. • But Not Far!

.
J

looks something like it did in
1909," he said. "Our remodeling
will be carefully planned to keep
this style. The building was conceived in the pueblo style in 1909,
and far be it from us to change
it."
"Hodgin Hall once stood
separate and alone as the entire
Univeristy of New Mexico," he

"',_.

'

-~~~--~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Come in from the cold in snug,
. soft warm·ups! Plush
linings, genuine leather uppers
cushiony crepe soles-· a trio of feature;
you're gonna love for mlcoming Winter!
Tie in tan or black; side zip in tan_

DOONESBURY

Queen Crowning

(Continued .from pnge 1)

All You Can Eat!
WARM
WELCOME
TO
COLD WEATHER

Queen for Spirit

£Continued !;rom pt!ge l(l)

1916 Central S.W.
243-2322

HAMBURGERS

I

It was not unlike a family reunion when members of the first UNM
S~hool of Law graduating class gathered to celebrate their 25th anmversary.
Fifty-four students enrolled in 1946 and 2.7 made it to graduation.
Three graduates are deceased and one could not be located. Of those
contacted, 19 are serving the law profession in New Mexico. Ten class
members live in Albuquerque, two in Santa Fe and two in Ruidoso.
The remaining five serve Farmington, Socorro, Gallup, Clovis and
Alamogordo. Four of the lawyers are practicing in Arizona Virginia
Illinois and Minnesota.
'
'
Frederick Hart, dean of the law school, said, "The class of 1950 includes prosecutors and defense attorneys as well as lawyers who
represent banks, corporations and the poor. The class also has trial
court and appellate judges and one member a commandant of
the Judge Advocate General School in Virginia, functions
Photo by Amy Rader
essentially as a law school dean."
Following a brief welcome by William E. Davis, UNM president,
the podium was turned over to John Bauman, associate dean of the
UCLA School of Law and a former UNM Jaw school faculty member.
Bauman reviewed some of the lighter moments involving the class
of 1950 and offered a satiric poke at the language common to the law
said. "We feel it can still be of ex- profession.
Other dignitaries who addressed the capacity crowd at the law
ceptional utility to the Universchool
luncheon were Robert Emmett Clark, a former UNM law
sity."
professor;
Jus tin A. Stanley, president-elect of the American Bar
Henry suggested the building
Association;
John McManus, chief justice of the New Mexico
serve as a collection site for
Supreme
Court;
Henry Weihofen, a retired UNM law professor;
memorabilia related to UNM.
George Harris and George Zimmerman (district judge of Alamogor"It would make a fine hall of do), members of the class of 1950; and Thomas Christopher, dean of
fame, a holding place of precious the UNM Jaw school in the 1960s who was instrumental in the building
of the present UNM law school.
films and documents," he said.
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Klottu Comes Home

:modetn. Plnutus

Too Com lex for ·oedi

After an absence of 30,000
light years, Klattu returned to
UNM to attend Homecoming
festivities. He was promptly
elected queen.
After the president of the
University refused to kiss him
during coronation, Klattu
blasted him to atoms. Members
of the faculty were heard to say·
"No great loss," or something
like that.
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* Notice *
New Admission Requirements for the
College of Fine Arts

0
n
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0

BIGFOOT SliOCKED
..
CALIFORNIA COAST . •

Applications for admission to the College of Fine Arts for
the Spring 1976 Semester are available .in the College of
Fine Arts office, Room 1103.

Deadline for applications is 5:00p.m.
Oct. 30, 1975

tasty \'ta·!ioli:\ adj ttllt·l·er: -est 1 a : having a marked and
appc:lizjng navor b: strikingly attractive or interesting <slopped
lO listen tO a ....,. bit of gossip>
2: TASTEFt'l $yn sec PALATABLE
•nt bland - taat.i.ly \·st>IC\ adv - taat·i·neu \-sre-n~\ l1
tat Vtat\ 11b tlit.ted: tat·ting [back-formation fr. tailing] vi : to
work at tailing - w : to make by tatting

FM

911.6

STEREO

By Jon Bowman
The Bugger City Poverty
Players have dipped into !Jistory
and come out with a mouthful· a
skillful drama of words a~d
whores by the improbable title of
"Piaute, Haec Sunt Nugae "
otherwise known as "Blow It O~t
Your Toga."
A modernization of Plautus,
Terence and Menander, it was
written and dircct!:d by l!:llen
Dowling. The plr.y, a long one for
the troupe, is quite tame in com·
parison to others they've recently done. But don't go expecting
boredom-this drama is guaranteed to keep you awake.
It centers around the exploits
of an odd set of Latin lunatics,
foremost of whom is the slave
Xanthias, played by William
Weldon. Weldon improves with
each performance.
The company's resident smartass wise guy, he cavorts about
the stage as if he were Harpo
Marx. He is at his best when in
hysterics, a state the audience itself was often in during' his antics
last night.
In one particularly funny
moment, Weldon is being lee·
tured to by his master, the
Euclio

,.,~

As Euclio spews forth a string of
esoteric verbiage, Weldon (using
appropriate gestures) responds,
"it's too complex for Oedipus."
But not too complex for the
audience which receive!! several

helpings of farcical wit and was
often included in the insane
proceedings at hand.
Th\)re was Mercury (Jeff Hudson) who delivered the prologue
and made three attempts at an
epilogue. He also broke the ac-.
tion for an occasional commercial
interruption (yes, they have the
most amazing mushrooms just
south of the Acropolis) and
wasn't bad doing the old soft shoe
while crooning "Tea for Two."
There was Calidorus, Xan·
thias' young master. a lovelorn
lad infatuated with the 16·yearold whore Gymnasium. Played by
Ralph Adkin, Califorus is Andy
Hardy moved back in time a few
that is, with
millennia: a

Photos by M,,;guc!Ga.d,

Fri. Oct 17 & Sat Oct 18 & Sun Oct 19

Saturday Night Special
Best Boogie Band Around
$1.00 Cover
Fly By Night Kitchen
Corning : Bo Diddley
Thunderbird Bar 867-9911

~
s

Total Bar Serviee

I~ Tiekets:
s

a·~~'

Albuquerque Ticket Agency
(in Coronado Center)
Gold Street Circus
Coopers (Winrock)
Candyman- Santa Fe
For More Info: 293-7301

--.1
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HOMECOMING CONCERT
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last cut is "Pick in. to Beat the Devil," and on it they finally let
go instrumentally. Don't get me wrong, now-I don't
Pure Prairie should be completely instrumental. Their harare fine, but some songs, "Runner," for example on side, one,
>lut<'M••-' with a lot of superfluous orchestration and it 'just not as
and light as some of their other efforts.
of the other cuts are crying in Jour' beer type sob"Memories" has a beautiful. steel guitar bridge and "Just Can't
It" is a Linda Ronstadt type, c,omplete with the harmonies of
lmv·Jou Harris, guaranteed to give your beer that salty taste which
it so much better.
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JOHNSON GYM- U.N.M.
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is obvious, I'm not crazy ab'out this album as a whole, but there ·
some flashes on it that show Pure Prairie League's real
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Saturday October 18 a:oo p.:rn.
Tickets $6.50 All Seats" Reserved
($5.00 Beb,ind Stage)
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Students '5-50

At: SUB
•
Gold Street Circus
Ra.:rn Stores
_
Natural .. Sound Xl:,
Candy Man (Santa £e)
.
Albuquerque Ticket Agency
(in C~ronado Shopping Center) ~
Pre5e:a.te~ by
THE UNMRSm' OF fHW II,:EXICO AI.UMII ASSOI:IATIOI
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after that, the band drops into 11 countrified sameness with too
emphasis on the harmonies of "The Prairie Chorus," and not
on their individual instrumental prowess, which is coneraloJ~. I think, judging from the first and last cuts on the album.

even included a country parody of Merle Haggard, fashioned
·lines of "Smoke That Cigarette," done by Commander Cody
before hirn, Jimmy Dean. Pure Prairie even included an old
Spoonful/John Sebastian type tune a Ia "Nashville Cats" called
else?) ''Kentucky Moonshine,"

l
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STUDENTS COME INVESTIGATE
.
.
LIGHTFOOT'!

II of ·Ruts and Chuckholes

pesides, it's hard to pan an album when one of the band members
such a great name like Michael Connor.
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1404 Lead S.E.,
OCTOBER 19-24
7:30 Nightly

itle's 'Lnne ~lghway'

By Michael O'Connor
.
Prairie League could be a good band ... hell, they are a good
but it barely shows on their latest album, "Two Lane Highway."
their name implies, they are a country cum rock band in the
~:.::/~IJ~:.~~~ of Poco, the Eagles, Linda Ronstadt, ad infinitu~
!41U•etirnes ad nauseum).
•
on this album, they are too busy being country to let their
show through very much, and it suffers because of that fact.
first cut on the first side is the title song, :'Two Lane High-.
and it shows what the band can do--it is really wen done. A
song, TLH is nice and clean, with double leads a Ia The Allman
, and well-placed . bridges creatively handled by each

I Willle Nelson & Fa••dly
~ Albuquerque Civic 8 pm
I Friday October 17, 1975
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Well, LIGHTFOOT
is coming to P A·RKVIEW
BAPTIST CHURCH·

flute instead of trumpet,
crewcut and tie are now
1
locks and toga. His girlfriend is;
saucy wench played by
Brown.
Also in the cast are Roberti•
(
Lloyd, the hag courtesan
big bazooms; Jeff Buckels as
slave Anthrax; Doug Shiell
the miserly pimp Ua!PP1tdox
Chris Reddington whose h~:nl,
pearance as Pyrgopolynices is
'IPt.out.~. This is Silly Stuff,'! says tile title, an'd various characters
too short.
play work hard to prove it. Af?ove, Ralph Aidkins and William
Bugger City, and
and at left, Cheri Brown and Robert Lloyd demonstrate
writer-director Dowling,
old
axiom,
"If it gets a laugh, use it." If it's not funny, "Blow it
done much to prove the am""""
Your
Toga."
had their shit together. In
words of the poet Catullus, '
get a thrill out of anything, a i·
tie dirt is all that you need."
"Blow It Out Your . Toga" i
run through this Sunday night i
the
Humanities
Build
Theatre. Curtain is 8:15p.m.
admission is $1.50.
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Always Some Humor In· DisQstet:

'

'If music is the Food of Love, Rock On'

Davis Sutvi.ves All the Con.tto·versy
"Nobody CalL' Me Doctqr''
William E. ("Bud") Davis
Pruett Press/$5.95

'*

*

*

By Terry England
If you want to become familiar
with your new University
president, read this book. It will
tell YO\! everything about the
man, from his days as an undergraduat!l to his decision to
run for the U.S. Senate with side
·tripping on things like having
children and losing kidney
stones.

Much of hfs time was taken up
with earning extra money to survive. The rest was mostly trying
to survive academia. One way
was to follow the informal formula 'ror · making. it, which he ·
made formal by putting in the
book: ·

\
I

V ·:_·.·_
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.

-·

Bonnie Raitt

..
Davis started his varied career
as an undergraduate at the
University of Colorado. His first
move . was to join a fraternity,
"Alpha Tau Omega. From there,
"My planning was based on more
faith than science."

'

1. Know your professor.
2. Quote your professor.
3. Use the' professor's terminology.
4. Cite sources, even if you
have to make them up.
5. Don't offend by talking too
mu~.
.
6. Avoid letting the professor
single you out.
7. Hand in thick term papers.
8. Never ask a question at the
end of a p~riod.
9. Don't undermine the morale
of other students.
10. Don't be too damned smart.
Do~· fi~t PQ~g j~

wu

Assistant to the Dean of Men at
Colorado. As with practically
every job Davis was to later
take, a controversy of sorts was
stirred up:

Friday

l~tt

,

,

.

1 pm- 3:05- 5:15
7:30-9:45

•

ACADEMY AWARD WtHNER

ELLEN BURS1YN
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON
DOESN'T UVE HERE
7:00 & 9:10
Sat & Sun Mat 2:40 & 4:50
ANYMORE
IN

-¥-~-

..
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After a stint in the
Davis accepted jobs as
coaches in high schools.
building the characters of
players for a while, Davis
back !n t~e university fold.
This time he was DiJ:ect.or
Alumni Relations·, a job
harms way, you would
Later he was appointed·
fo?tb~ll coach. ~fter
editormls and questwns about
9-ualifications, he was given
J~b, much to everyone's
dismay:
"With' the perspective of
I can now look back and
some humor in that grim
season of 1962. For example,
surely must be the first
·
the -history of in •.,,wJJe5,.,
athletics to be hung in
·before he got the job."
Grim was right: the
record was 2·8.
The book is light reading
the most part. Family life,
ning a doctorate, dealing
people. The last few sections
the book deal with
philosophy of education,
ticularly after his apflOirttmentl
Idaho State as their president.
The .latter part is not as
teresting, but it helps in
. derstandingwhatDavis is up

The Sandia Kiwanis
of Albuquerque and

·n

.

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

with his
Underwater Spectacular
Film
- ..
~

285-0220

Sat & Sun
Be_foro 5

• -' 6:00 - 9:50 ZAR
8:05 SCH

AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Presents
An Extravaganza From the British Isles

SCOTLAND
ON PARADE
Saturday October 25 - 8:15 pm
Tickets $7.00, $6.50, $6.00, $5.00, $4.00
UNM Undergraduates with Activity Cards
1/2 PRICE
Telephone 277-3121

Chambers of the .Sea
3405 central

.

...,,......,._ _•
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Sunday October 19 · 7:30 pm
Tickets : Adults $2.00 - UNM Students with Activity card $1.50
Telephone 277-3121
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Classical
Guitarist
in Concert
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SUB Theatre
7 &9pm $1.00
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present
THE STUDENT
HOMECOMING DANCE
featuring
the music of

I

I

ET
8-12 pm
SUB Ballroom
Friday, October 17th, 1975
Admission FREE
to all UNM Students with Valid I.D.
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STUDENT HOMECOMING
COMMITTEE

.

STANTON WATERMA·N

::~,

ASUNM
POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT
COMMITTEE
and
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Mi11lluwll'!.

Admission FREE
Friday 7:30
The Cellar
IIokona Hall
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POPEJOY HALL
Present
America's Finest Undersea Photographer.

Ouild n.e.•
theatre
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GARCIA

The Cultural Program Committee
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Santana

"My appointment as Assistant'
to the Dean of Men, however,·
was almost disasterous to my
campus political career. I was in
the final month of completing my
term as Student Body President,
and the loyal l.lpposition int.roduced
impeAchment •
proceedings charging that I had
sold out to the administration. By
a· strictly party-line vote on the
Student Council I survived this
alleged conflict ~f interests, and
expired normally."
..

AliCe IS 35 Her sonts 12. Together
tt1~y're runnrng away from rome
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Myer, Stewart: Californian DynamiC Duo

Field Hockey Fiesta Today
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08 Myer, Rated Fourth,
Aiming for Passing Title

ByJoLopez. ·
·~
Steve Myer wants to win. The
~ Lobo football starting quar·
!;= terback said, "It would be nice to
C1l be the number-one quarterback
Z in the nation again." Myer held
..,; the title last year before an in·
~ jury kept him out of the last five
~ games of the Lobo schedule. But
il; more important than that, he
said he "would much rather the
team would be winning than just
for me to be doing well."
Myer, the number-four rated
quarterback in the nation so far
and the number-one quarterback
in the WAC, said that fans
·can expect the Lobos to win
tomorrow's game with Utah.
"We'll beat them," he said. "If we
beat them, we can get a bit of
momentum going and then we'll

Gil Stewart Leads Lobos
With 21 Pass Receptions

0

<.l
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214 Central S.W.
3700 Central S.E.
7600
.. Central N.E.
Phone 345-6566

CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE
AGENCY
EMPLOYMENT

I

Unique professional opportunities
are available for those seniors
and graduate students completing
work in:
Economics
Electrical & Electronic
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Computer Science
*Math
Chemistry
Physics
Psychology (PHD Only)
*Political Science
*History
Foreign Languages
Foreign Area Studies
Journalism
International Relations

**

*Graduate Students Only
All assignments are in Langley,
Virginia. Some require foreign
travel U. S. citizenship is required.
SEND RESUME TO: ~.0. Box
748, Edgemont Branch, Golden,
Colorado, 80401
RESUME APPUCATJONS
MUST BE MAILED BY
1 NOVEMBER 1975
An Equal Opportunity Employer

be tough to stop." He said he cannot figure out why the Lobos
have been losil)g. "We have got
the personnel to win, but we lack
the .... ! don't know what it is, I
can't put my finger on it .. We just·
can't seem to win. I guess -luck
has got a lot to do with it. The
morale of the team is still high,
though, even though we're
losing.''
Confident that he may be able
to earn the national passing
_Photo by Wendell T. Hunt
rating this year, the soft-spoken,
gentlemanly Myer said one
SteveMyer
reason he has that confidence is
Myer transferred from Mt.
because "we have good receivers San Antonio JC along with Gil
that can catch the ball. Our last Stewart, now UNM's leading
game with Arizona State was a pass receiver. The two are close
good game for the whole group as friends, and Myer said that was
there were hardly any passes one reason why he used to throw
dropped." ·
to Stewart a lot during their
Coming to New Mexico from junior college days. "I used to call
Mt. San Antonio Jr. College in my own plays and pass patterns.
his native state of California, Because of our friendship, I wanMyer said he came here mainly ted to help him get more recepbecause of the coaches. He said tions so he co.uld get allhe "liked their style of approach. conference." Stewart did get allThey made no promises, just told conference then.
it like it was."
But Myer said it's different
He said that head coach Bill now. "Here the coaches call the
Mondt is "one of the best coaches patterns and it's up to them, not
around. I just wish we could be me, who to pass to. If it was up to
winning for him. He deserves to me, I'd pass to Gil, or Preston
have some wins behind his belt."
(Dennard), the two best
Coach Bill Canty, the offensive receivers. It's not just because of
coordinator for the Lobos, Myer our friendship that I pass to him
said, has "taught me a lot about now." He also said the Lobos
football, defense coverage and have got another "prime"
stuff like that. When I came here, receiver in fresh man Keith Ellis
I didn't know all that. I just knew who just started at the tight·end
how to throw. Coach Canty is the position in the ASU game.
kind of coach that makes you
Because of his success at Mt.
want to play for him."
(Continued on page 25)

OKIE'S
ALL NEW
Discount Liquors
Schlitz
12 oz. Cans
Jose Cuervo White
1/5
$499
Almaden Mtn Wines
1/5
SJ20
C C Vineyards

By Jo Lopez
The "main reason" Gil Stewart
came to New Mexico was because
Steve Myer decided to come here
too. "We figured it was the best
opportunity for both of us," he'
said .
Stewart is the leading pass
receiver for the Lobos with 286
yards in 21 catches. He said that
he knew that "with a little bit of
opportunity, I could do the job."
He said the fact that he caught
six or seven passes in the Texas
Tech game, and nine in the BYU
game, "proves I can catch the
ball. The coaches worry about my
SJleed a little bit, but I've got the
best moves."
The cool Stewart who only saw
limited action last season said he
"played as much as my ability let
·me last year. I was satisfied with
the amount I played. Now as the
only · senior on the receiving
squad, I leave it up to myself to
get ready for games."
He said that "not that many
people were counting on me that
much this year. They didn't expect me to do as good as I'm
doing. I had to set personal goals
for myself because I know I can
do it."
Stewart, called "Stu" by his
friends, said he and Myer became
really close friends when they fir·
st came here because they were
both "in a new environment, and
we could give each other encouragement whenever we
needed it." The two roomed
together for three semesters af·
ter transferring from the Mt. Sa_n

Antonio Jr. College in
· 1
"We even had a lot of our classe1
together, We did everythin!
together but sleep together'
Stewart said.
'
Now Stewart has divorce~
himself from rooming with Myer,
and has moved off-campus, quite.
away from the rest of the team,

most of whom live in the Uoliege
Inn near campus. He said he
football player on the field,
off the field likes to get
from football as much as he can,
"I have a lot of personal
disagreements with my coac~
(Gene Huey), but he's a hell of a
coach. He has taught me a lot. He
was a great receiver
his
college days, and he has .. ~.,,., 1
the whole receiving corps a
"Stu" and Myer met each
when they played for the East
squad of the East-West Shrine
game in California just after high
school. "Steve started as quar·
terback and I started as wide
receiver, but the West kicked us
off the field." Stewart is from
Covina, Calif., while Myer is from
West Covina, so they had not
really met each other until the
high-school all-star game. "We
just happened to go to the same
junior college, and then we both
came out here.
"Steve gives me a lot of con·
fidence as far as helping me out · •
1

{Continued on pa.ge26·

Alt;:>uquerque Chaparrals
Hockey is Here -: With a
Student Price All Its Own!
36 HOMEGAMES

First Home Game
Sunday, November 2 Vs El Paso
All Games At Tingley Coliseum,
State Fairgrounds
For More Information:
Call 255~7581

QB Steve Myer

Myer said there is more "in·
tensity" in major college than in
junior college football. As a
junior at UNM, he had a 53.6
average for 1103 yards. And now
as a senior Lobo and a possible
All-American candidate, he is
leading the WAC for the first
time this year, surpassing the
former season leader, Pat
Degnan, of Utah, who will be his
opponent counterpart in Saturday's game. Myer is averaging
14.8 completed passes a game,
has a 48.7 completion average
· and 948 yards, He is also leading
the WAC in total offense with a
173.2 yard per game average.

Myer said that as a senior, he
has had to "come out in the crowd
and be a leader. The freshmen
look up to all the seniors. Even
though we are losing, we've got
to make them realize that we
have got a better team than our
record reveals." In that last four·
th down pass against ASU, he
said, "I wish I had it to do over. I
kind of feel responsible too." But
he said he cannot let mistakes get
him down too long. "If you start
thinking about all your mistakes,
forget it. You ain't going to do
good at all,"

perfeet fnr. Wine Coolers

Gal.
Keg Beer and Taps Available!

J
I

• • •

Myer may also set some records as a Lobo. He has only played
11 games as a Lobo, one season's
• worth, and he is only one touch. down pass away from a school
career record. Chuck Roberts
from the 1957-59 Lobos holds the
most career touchdown passes
with 14. Myer is also just 39 completions away from the school
career completion record of 218
set by Terry Stone from the
1967-68 season. He also needs
about 700 more yards to surpass
the Lobo career pass yardage
record, and is only three touch·
downs away from the school's
season touchdown pass record of
nine,

STUDENT SEASON TICKETS
Box Seat .... $97.20
Reserved .... $64.80
(Present Student ID at time of purchase)

1

Steve Myer, UNM's ace quarterback, at practices the week
before the Homecoming game against Utah.

l

He had another good game last
week against Arizona State. He
hit 21 of 34 passes for 243 yards
and a touchdown. He had 13 of
those 14 passes in the fourth
quarter, eleven of those consecutive passes.
Myer said he "loves" to pass.
"I wish we'd throw 60 times
during a game.'' He said he _is
keeping his fingers crossed m
hopes that he may get the num·
ber one national rating by
season's end. "It's going to be
hard to catch up with the guy
who's leading right now," he
said, "averaging 22 completions a
game." Myer said he would love
to play pro if he had the op·
portunity, "A guy's g~t to make a
living someway, and 1f you have
the opportunity you might as
well take advantage of it."

By Tim Gallagher
The sweat is flowing a little
more freely and ,the breathing is
getting a little heavier as the
UNM women's field hockey team
works a little harder in
preparation for the Field Hockey
Fiesta they will host this Friday
and Saturday.
In addition to UNM the other
three teams entered in the tour·
ney are Colorado State, Colorado
Women's College and last year's
F'iesta winner, the University of
Arizona. It is a round-robin tour·
ney where each team will play
the other three entries once with
the two teams with the best
records meeting in the championship game Saturday at 12:30
p.m.

the team can not win unless they
score. Sally Broyles feels that the
opposition will "be guarding me
and Margaret (Gonzales) more
closely." This may leave the left
side of the forward line more opportunities to score. Left inner,
Amy Rivera, feels that she and
left wing Allene Bostwick are up
to the challenge. Although they
have not scored much this year,
Rivera said, "We work together
as a team. The other side just
gets more shots, that's all."
Quinlan. feels the team will
have to work the ball around
more against the collegiate teams
in order to score. "We are going
to have to score from in closer
than we have been. We will have
to force the ball down the field

This will be the first college
competition for UNM. This does
not seem to worry any of the
players or coach Bev Quinlan.
"We can stay with any college
team," Quinlan said, but center·
halfback Donna Kutarnia said,
"There'll be no wipeouts this
time." UNM has outscored high
school competition 39-3 in winning their first five straight
games. Center Dana Miller, who
has ten of those goals, said,
"These games will tell us how we
compare with other college
teams. It will get us up for the In·
termountain Conference games."
There is a general consensus
among the Lobos that the
strength of their defense lies in
the ability of right fullback
Kathy Fordyce to get the ball up
to the forward line. "There's no
doubt about it," Quinla:n said,
"for us to win we have got to get
consistent defense and Kathy has
got to clear that ball out."
In spite of all the talk about
defense winning championships,
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BICYCjLE REPAIR SPECIAL
Have your bicycle tuned
this month and enjoy our
SPECjiAL FALL PRICE:
.True Wheels
.Adjust Gears
.Adjust Brakes
.Re-tape Handlebars
.Clean and Lubricate
.Chain

GOOD
LUCK
LOBOSI
The
GIZMO

Regularly 312.00

MAN

8749

PREDICTS
LOBOS 24
UTES14

''The Best Repairs In Town!"

10% Off
all Levi
products
thru
October.
They're herepopular LEVI'S
cord bells
in a big selection
of fashion colors.
And to go with them
-LEVI'S brand new
turtleneck

in traditional
rugby stripes,
100% cotton knit.
Get into
the LEVI'S look

today.

tPO;SF~lcJbeeL
109 Yale S.E.
242-7888

more and we'll really need that
speed we have up front."
r.;·
Arizona took the tourney t_;
trophy away from the Lobos last 1"
Year. The feeJing among the ::::.:
players is that Arizona must be '<lt""'
beaten in the early-morning en· g..
counter. The coach, on the other :?
hand, is not looking past o
anybody. "I've had people tell me ~
to look out for CSU. I hear g..
they're a real sleeper," said f!;
Quinlan.
.....
There is no doubt in .the Lobo :-l
camp as to who will walk off with
the Fiesta championship this
year. Left halfback Carol Cole
summed up the Lobo feelings
about the competition as opposed
to themselves. She said,
''Everybody's bad, but we'll beat
them all."
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Editor's Note: Roger Ruvolo
was the sports editor of the Ne1<
Mexico Daily LOBO in the Fall oj
1971. Roger is now a staff sportswriter for the Albuquerque
JOURNAL. It has only been four
years since Ruvolo was coveri:ng
athletics for the LOBO, but as
you will see, a lot has changed.

Photo by Wendell T. Hunt

Roger Ruvolo

"Spud" Davis would have
risked a potato shower for asking
the UNM teachers to give up
their year's raise in 1970. It was
that kind of time: bombing
buildings was in, pitching in was
out; protesting just about
anything was in, going to watch
football, basketball, etc., games
was out.

.

Gil St~wart Leads Lobos

.

The Way It Was

in my position. In the game, I can
look at him in the huddle and
remember the days when we
were playing together in junior
college."
Stewart feels the Lobos will
win the game against Utah by 15
points. "Our team is really sad
that we've lost, but we accept the
fact that we've lost by only a
couple of points. We don't get too
down. I think we 0can still have a
w inning seas n · The tWo
toughest teams we still have to
face are Arizona and San Jose
State, but something's gonna
break for us."
Undergoing three shoulder
operations in two and a half
. years, Stewart said he is "still

tough as ever." He separated his
coil a r bone I as t year, and
dislocated his right shoulder nine
at Jr. College. He hasn't
practiced much this week
because of · pulled hamstring,
but said he may not start, but he
still
to see plenty of ac. He said

. he chose the position of wide
receiver when he started playing
football nine years ago because
he has pretty good speed and he
would "rather be hit than hit
somebody:"
The 21-year-old 6-1, 181 pound

"eligible bachelor" said he ·"puts
out a lot more than people think.
I'm kind of easy-going in a way
and people may think I'r;
dogging it, but I really get
motivated before a game."
Stewart said he "likes it out
here" in Albuquerque. "I've got.
ten used to the people and the
way of life. I have some really
good friends here." fie, like
Steve Myer, have made their
home here since their college
career began at UNM four
semesters ago.
A Bachelor of University
Studies major, Stewart said he is
interested in Business and Public
Relations. He also said if he got
the opportunity, he would play
pro football.

~
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The shock of those davs soread faster for some than others. The afh, which would eventually clean out, almost, an entire athletic'
had begun.
amid sighs of dissatisfaction with Rudy Feldman's football
-nrr>rrralm (for a number of reasons), King quit as basketball coach to
Jlt::beciJme assistant AD hoping, seemingly, that he would succeed Pete
""iJII[cDavid, as athletic director- when McDavid retired. Norm Ellen"""'""', formerly the Sporty Assistant, now became the Colorful
.

®

.

Feldman, a wry, seedy human· being with practically no sense of
":Jhum,or and a distinct flair for repulsing __ his contacts in the fourth
u,e!;tate, was under the gun, too. His assistants had been, seemingly,
;:-,,~;~;~,n~ttJh~:e~/hell out of Lobo players, it was testified before a secretive
cl
council subcommittee.
Plus, the program had seen better days. After the p.Jayer abuse
had swirled out of the council and into the newspapers and onto
, there was clear dissatisfacti~n everywhere.
Much of those days are a blur of-confusion.
In its own small world and ,in its own way, the athletic department
some House Cleanin'g right alongside the US of A. Today it's a lot
mellow; the Student is into Career Planning and once again it's
if the jocks, at one time the rubble of a dying system, try as hard
can.
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PREWASH ED
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JEANS AND JACKETS WITH SANFOR·SET
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/

Jeans and Jackets the way you like them . . .
Pre-washed. Pre-softened and Pre-faded. Sedgefield
pre-washed also h9s sanfor-set a new process that .
keeps denim from puckering and twisting. Sedgefield
jeans and jackets they "Do - Nothing", but
they look great.

PRE-WASHED
FLARE JEANS

~
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l Truman Capote
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Wednesday, Oct. 22
8:00 pm Popejoy Hall

Tickets on Sale NOW
SUB Box Office & Popejoy Hall

l
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Shop. Save-Way Liquor and Save
•

2700

i)

r

I

SAVE-WAY LIQUOR STORES

5704 Lomas Blvd. NE
5616 Menaul Blvd. Ne

Stock~

Largest selection in colors & sty!es for Men & Women

9/lfm#ltit~(}/J
-~/1

I
You'll find a Trend Shop anywhere you find o Strombergs

DOWNTOWN - NOB Hill - WINROCK

VIsit our new location at 5307
Menaul NE • SBI-1640 Or Our
Old Town store at 32~ Romero
NW jusl norlh of lhe plaza
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New Rustic Colors Now In
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STROMBERGS CHARGE • MASTER CHARGE - BANKAMERICARD
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By Kathy Perovich
•American
society . today, against such traditional activities :><
President William (Bud) Davis "Athletics are part of our total as homecoming; however, he g'
is anticipating a great culture. They are in the main· feels it holds a viable role in the tj
homecoming this year, and feels stream of American society."
university community.
~»
confident that the UNM Lobos
Davis is pleased with the
"I think homecoming is a great
will break their current four- recent emphasis p 1aced 0 n concept. It is a time for people to t:"'
game losing streak, against Utah, women's sports, and said come together," Davis said. • . g.
Saturday afternoon.
although there will always be difHe said even though • it is ·9
ferent emphasis on men's and basically structured for the. 0
"I think we'll win. We have a women's sports, they should be alums, students can also get a lot'
fine coaching staff, and a equal as far as opportunity is con· out of it. "Students can meet o,
people who can be instrumental ~
d.edicated group of young men." cerned.
Davis said there has been in
later
.employment ~
Davivis said, He added the
rebellion
at
many
universiLies
possibilities."
;_,
record is not indicative of the
.
<D
performance. "We've played
"
--------~·~
~
some good games, and it was just
a matter of bad timing on some of
the big plays."
I
Dav.is said he is impressed I
with the dedication of the UNM l
1
football team, and said they're
1
"not making any excuses" for a
.
record somewhat short of pre- I
I
season expectations.
Davis, who was a football I
Truman Capote - Author of In Cold
coach for one season at the I
Blood, Breakfast at Tiffany's, etc. has
University of Colorado, sums up
become firmly establrshed as one of the
the despair accompanying a
most captivating writers of the times.
losing season when he said,
Present)y working on a new film, Capote
"Sometimes it's just the bounce
will speak on The Writer's Life.
of the ball."
Davis had praise for the
UNM athletic program,as well
as WAC athletic endeavors. "Our
I
program here is in goo(! balance
I
and the WAC as a whole have
I
made considerable strides, in
I
na tiona! acclaim. The Arizona
I
schools have appeared in national
I
.
• recen t years. "
"
I
ran k mgs
rn
I
Davis is positive about
Students
General Adm. $2.50
athletics in general, citing the I ·.
prominent role they play in I

WELCOME B'ACK
ALUMNI!·

PRE-WASHED
BELL J&.NS
PRE-WASHED
DENIM JACKETS

P>

1 , 'I Think We'll Win' Saturday

$
Th L bos probably lost the homecoming game Jifty years ago, who
1?nose m sports know that funky wishbone, 4-? defense club of
years was somewhat successful, and Bob
team and his
werestillhouseholdtalkaroundtheDukeCrty.
·
But nobody cared ..Jocks came from the new So\lth Campus, where
were administered, it was thought, but that was clearly a
world from the Mall and SUB. l'_he Complex was a world of
people, soldiers of the past that hag been politically
by the WAR, rjlcial instability, loss of faith in Old Glory. Jocks
merely hangers-on to something that was no lo!lger a vaJid
dream: a good football team, etc. .
·•
Non-involved, that is, until the Flagpole Incident. Who can forget
turmoils about UNM in those days? Just after the Kent State mur, it was May 1970, there was a large gathering around the
west of Johnson Gym.
s of several different political and r.acial be_Jiefs were
which flag should be hung at what point on that flagpole. In
tense momeQtS when violence grew near .there 'Stgod the jocks,
- with the radicals, the minorities and everyone. And in the
of different believers a flght finally erupted, with
everybody involved, that included an ugly stabbing and
otherbrawls. ·

t>,,,~know.s8.1

"0

. I UNM President Willi·am Davis:

!Con~inued from Pilge 26 )

(Continued from page 24)

-----------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------~--------~--~----~~~~~------~====~
!Continued on page27J
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Friday and Saturday Specials!
· Smirnoff Vodka 5th $3.79
Coor's Beer 6pk $1.49
·Still Brook Bourbon Qt. $3.89
Q~T. Whiskey Q{ $3.79
T.V. Vodka Qt. $3.19
Use our convenie.nt drive-up urindow.
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Davis' Salary. Suggestion Sparks
.Bargaining Vote in History Dept .
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Rates: 15 Ct!Db per word per day, one dollar
mlnbnam..Adverti~~ementarun five or more
consecutJve days with oo change•, nine ceo·
lfllper word per day, too rehmda if cancelled
before five inser1Jons). Classified ad·
vertf&el!lenf,B mu&t ll11 ,.id In adVance.

•Marron Ha11 room 131 or by mail to:
CiusUied Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque, N.M.
87131.
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...:I 1. PERSONALS

~

·~ =P=RE=a=N~A~N~T~A~N=o=·N~E~'E~D-H~E-L-P~?~Y~ou~ha_v_e~k~le-n
trn

~ dswhocareatBirthright247-9819.

3

BELLY DANCE SEMINAR, Nov.l•2, Nationally·
·~ known instructor, 345-4021,265-1834. 898·4747.
10/20

~i;=

MAYBE ITS NOT .so bad. We'llllelp you find out.
AGORA 24 hours, 277-3013.
10/17'

ALL

BLACK STUDENTS-Vole today in the
SUB for BSU O!fh:ers. All Black StudenW- Vote
ex) today in the SUB for es;o Officers. All Black Stu·
C\l dents-Vote today in. the SUB for BSU Officers.
Q) 10/17
Qi

Z

~HAPPY BIR'i'HDA'i", DEBBIE. Think youngl Eli

P-t

andMike.

-

FEIGALAH BEl mir bist duschon, Ellen.

10/17

TAROT PALM I·CifiNG readings, 3007 Central
NE1 Room 0. See Bonnie 255-6642.
10/30
FREE INTI!ODUCTORY LECTURE on Trans·
cendcntal 'Meditation (as seen in 'fime maga:t.fne
Oct. 13 issue) Tuesday Oct. 21, 11:30 a.m •• rm 2508
l1NM SUB.
10121
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PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fa,t, pleasing. Near UNM. Call
265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd N.E.

~

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric guaran·
teed accuracy witb reasonable rates, 298•7147.
10/20

EXPERIENCED TYPIST~ Manuscripts, thesis,
dissertations, SOc per page. 345·3288.
· 10/23

4.

FOR RENT

QUIET WOMAN to share 3-bdrm house, $65/
• mo. u's paid. Barbara, Marion 242·56'08.
1Q/17
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 2·hlks from
UNM, $65/mo. plus 1h utilities. Debbie 299-7891.
10/20·-----------GROUND LEVEL OF Luxury hotne. 1000'. Semiprivate pool, por(!h, large shaded patio, £enced
yard {maintenance provided), washer, dryer. Pri·
vate driveway, entrance, o(fstreet parking. Exqui·Bitely furnished, carpeted, draped. Kingsize BR,
LR Wreplace), DR·Study, kitchen (disposal, ice·
maker), bath, storageroom, AC. Hugh rooms, closets, lft mile North Law-Medical Schools. Adults,
no pets. $200, utilities included. 266·2428.
10/17

5.

FOUSALE

20 PORTABLE TV's
255·5987.

s30.$60. 441 Wyoming NE.
10/23

4 BF GoOdrich radial TA's with mags for 1972·75
chenolet--malibu sizes GRIJ0-14 $350. 842·85'1:1.
10/21
'
<
!962lMPALA, 265·4064 after 6:00,

10/21

LOST: Bklc Levi jacket.-Call 281·5157 .~-lo/21

1974 MARANTZ POWER AMPLIFIER. Excel·

teddy bear. Red
ribbon. My baby's favorite toy! Call 898·1157.
10/17

--·--··~-

3. SERVICES ·
WILL TYPE PAPERS (and .:orreet grarrttnnr).
10/17

I'

Call Kim •. 265·3292,

I

AUTO TUNING ~E?AIR, -Reasonable, 1211 Cop·
~~rwest.
_
10/17
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSfON Test Dec, 6. Pre·
pare· now~ call Professional Educators of New
Mell:ico 1 Inc, 255-o4050,
11/14

l(,l'nt. Condition, 60 watts per ehnnnef. $225.
~68·1945 a£ter five,

10122

72 PINTO A.T. Lynn at 243.4100.
10/20
INCOMPARABLE KOW A six camera with 85
lens waist level viewing excellent, 344-6032. 10/20

WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems
on sale now. Next door t.o the Guild Theatre, 3407
Central NE, 268·8455.
12/4

1971 TOYOTA LAND CRUISER S/W, outstanding-condition, 294·6445.
10/20

TWO UNIFORMS, neW, size 8·10. Go·cart, $25.
1
o.
I
2
3
LOOK NEVADA SKI bindings, brand new ;'Red,"
277-4?71.
10/17
the'linest European makes. Gitanes $115; Bcrtins
$165. R.C. Hallett's Workl Champion Bicycles,
2122 Coal PI SE. 843·9378.
•
tfn

INSTRUCTORS NEEDED for Economits of Fern·
lnism, Sexisln in Education and Alternatives for
Women. More information and applications at Wo·
men Studies office, Marron, 233 (277-3930J. Dead·
~~~ctober24,1975.
10/21

---·-

BLUE SNOW NEEDS lead vocalist. We have gigs
waiting. New 299·9006 or Gary 296·5827.
10/22

DxcYcLE 't;;;i·~;-~ente;.

backpacking equipment. Trail }taus Cyciery, 1031
San Mateo SE. 256·9190.
tfn

in a
~ICTORIAN

GAL FHIDAY wanted graphJ~;/secrcl~;ial!pr-;;:
motion. 898·9011.
10/22

·------7.

TRAVEL

REDt1CED AIRFARE to LA for Thanksgiving.
•

1023

MISCELLANEOUS

SHY FEMALE German Shephttrcl puppy needs.
good hom(!, love and affection. Debbie 268·9366

'"jj;;,ecoinitii"
J

(2).

Damon Tobias, ASUNM 'vice
A fire, which investigators say ·president said the proposal
was deliberately started, has would be a good one "if you want
caused an undetermined amount more student participation.'"
of damage to the basement of the
Martha Moran, a delegate said,
Sigma Chi fraternity house, 721 "I don't know how welf it will
Yale NE.
eliminate blocks.
The fire, which was reported·
... Do you see this as a conat 9:23p.m. last Wednesday was stituency or as a means to get
set, UniverSity of New Mexico more students involved in
campus poHce say, with a match student government?" she said.
t~ a paper and wire homecoming
Jon
Bowman,
another
display stored in the basement of delegate, said the proportional
the fraternity house.
representation would give
From the display the fire senators the chance "to deal with
spread to the ceiling and one wall · 'people on an individual level."
of.the basement, campus police
The Con Con ended early last
sa1d.
night when five delegates who
The fire, which city fire depar-· opposed the revision in election
tment officers say "definitely procedures failed to return after
was arson," is under in- a 40 minute recess and another
vestigation by the Fire Preven- delegate questioned quorum. ·
tion Bureau.
The Con Con will meet tonight
Phil Silva of the Fire Preven- at 7 p.m. to finish the language of
tion Bureau also reported that a the election proposal and discuss
resident of the house says he saw· the Student Standards Board.
"an unidentified male" running The meeting is open to the public
from the house several minutes and the room where the meeting
before the fire was noticed.
will be held will be posted at
Two engines and two ladder room 242, of the Student Union
units responded to the fire.
Building:.
•

PART TIME JOB graduate students only. AI·
ternoon & evenings. Must be able to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person, no phone calls please. Save Way Liquor
Stores, 5704 Lomas NE. 5516 Menaul NE. 10/23
KUNM FM needs a general manager by January~ ·
1. Full responsiBility for student·staffed, 100,000
watt equivalent, 24-hour, non·commcrcial, !Owbudget station. Long hours and minimal pay
{_$567(}) but fun and good expericnee for person
who can motivate students. Equal Opportunity
employer. Send Resume and letter to Charles
Coates, Journalism 201, University of New Mex·
ico, Albuquerque, NM 8?131 by October 25. 10/21

8.

MEXiCo•s

Fraternity

EMPLOYMENT

lliriYCt.E:s: Lowest

Quality lO·spced bicycles, Camping, hiking, and

To UNM

BICYCLES· Lowest prices and largest selection of

6.

By Susan Walton
to combine their budgets and run
The Associated Students of a more extensive campaign. ·
(ASUNM) Constitutional
The Student Publication Board
(Con Con) revised. and the Radio Boa:r:d prop~sals
the make up of the ASUNM were altered from a previous
Senate and its election revision to rema'in the same as
procedures, in their meeting they are in the present conyesterday.
stitution.
The new proposal ~ill increase
The first revision woulp have
the Senate from 20 to 32 mem- given" the ASUNM president
bers. Twenty-four senators power to appoint the chairwould be elected from UNM's .persons of both boards. The
colleges and schools and eight current revision gives the power
senators would be elected from of appointment back to the UNM
·the student body at large.
President.
The proposed amendment
The proportional represenwould not allow candidates to run tation ·proposal for electing
on· slates. Slates, in the past, senators would give each college
have allowed students, usually at least on~ representative. The
cotnmon go.als after election, . number of senators from· each
college is based on multiples of
750 students.
University College would have
10
representatives. Arts and
'
Sciences (4), Business and Administrative Sciences (1),
Education (2), Engineering (1),
Fine Arts (2), Nursing (1), Pharmacy (1), and University Studies

Fire
Set
.

PANASONIC CASSETTE ~ECORDER, brand
· new-$40 or best offer, 277-6486.
10/20

Call242·2107.

rriCes and largest .'!election
of the finest l!!uropenn makes. Gitancs $115; Ber·
tins $165. Extra.. large bicycles {or me11 over 6'4''.
Complete·10·speed adjustment $10. R.C. Hallett's
World Champion Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI SE ..
843·~278.
Lfn

Suppart Laba AdverJ;isers

EXCELLENT TRANSPORTATION 120 mpg.
1973 Hodaka 100B motorcycle. Extras, $225/of·
fer. 294-5419.
10123 ·

72 KAWASAKI 175, $:350 or best. otter. Call 293·
1849 after 4 p.m.
10/20

NEW

lncre·ases Senators

.c

FOUND: SOME MONEY' on wmpus. identify
amount anrl approxilllnte location. Evenings,
266·4054.
10/17

LosT TUESDAY~ Small bro~-n

t

...

<ll

Ri!:NAl 1LT DAUPHINE, Good condition, 25 mtJg.
Rcliahlt.> transportation, nice personality, 256·1283
10/22
A NT:;::IC;Q::cU;o;EcoC:::L-::O:=T::H-;:IN"'G"'•-n"'d-ac-c-cs-so-r~ic-s-w~i11-b-d~fo-r
sale by Fricssns Antiques at the Convention Cen·
ter, October 17 thru Oct, 19.
10/11

2. LOST &FOUND

!

Con. Con Proposal

10/l7.

NICK, OK. so I found Carrara's Pizza. I had an
eggplant parmigiany hero while I waited for you
tCt show up. You never did-you owe tne $1.40,
10/20

I'
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PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, •tudentsl
Custom black-and·whit.e processing printing.
Fine·grain or pushproeessing of film. Contact
sheets or' custom proofs. High quality enlargements, mounting 1 etc. Advice, H asked. Call 265·2444
or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
trn

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

.0

1.()

m
0

><

The
advises women who are
using the Mod icon birth control pill to complete their
present cycle, but use additional
birth
control
methods during this time.
Contact physician promptly
for another

~i@R sf. u~e
E'aftl~elo/e@ ql&Ji@efl
2937 Monte Vista N.E. (on the triangle~
'.3107 Euba'nk N.E, (scottsdale

•

By Jot! Bowman
In an unofficilll vote Friday,
the faculty of the UNM history
department went on record as
supporting collective bargaining
for University professors.
Several. professors in the
department said the vote was a
response to UNM President
William Davis'' suggestion of a
moratorium on faculty salary increases.
"It was certainly a strong
response to Davis' half cooked
idea," said · Robert Kern,
assistant professor in )tistory.
"The vote does not mean we have
unionized. It only means we want
to begin searching for a
bargaining agent."
Assistant Professor Jake
Spidle said, "Richard Nixon
promised to bring the nation
together in 1968. UNM President
William Davis seems to be doing
just that for the faculty here."
Tlie vote to seek collective
bargaining, while unofficial.
passed hy a margin of 15 to zero.
One professor abstained.
Spidle said another history
department meeting will be held
this Friday to obtain an official
vote, About eight members of
t.!Je depa,rtment were not present
at last week's special meeting.
On Friday, a motion will be
drafted asking the Faculty Policy
Committee (FPC) to investigate
the establishment of collective
bargaining procedures for UNM
instructors.
"The faculty is a powerless
group with the administration,'"
said Jonathan Porter, assistant
chairman of the history department. "Perhaps our move _will
help change that."
Porter said he did not know of
any other departments which
had
voted
for
collective
bargaining, but he said he would

the future.
"Our department has always
had a quick reaction time on
sfrong issues," said Kern. "This
was our way of fighting Davis'
very stupid comments on faculty
salaries.'
Kern said that_ across the
board, salaries for UNM instructors are $4000 below the
national average paid by other
state universities.
"We're being asked to give up
salary increases at the same time
that new people will be brought
in at much higher salaries," Kern

said. "If you put in time in the
ranks at :UNM, it doesn't pay off
atall."
·
Spidle said a "good proportion
of this faculty already suffers
financially," adding that Davis
should have considered salary
cuts for highly paid administrators, instead of a freeze
on the salaries of the faculty .
"The history department can't
unionize itself," said Spidle, "Our
resolution simply asks the FPC
to begin consideration of collective bargaining."
(Conf.i.nut~d

I

on pugt! 9)

*Salary
* Increases
*
* Fall' *

,,

·sehind ·Inflation Rate
Increases in faculty,salaries at UNM have lagged 9 per cent behind
the inflation rate over the past five years, a UNM economist noted
Friday.
Economics Professor Micha Gisser compiled the figures in response
to a suggestion by the President William Davis that the faculty consider foregoing raises for one year to divert funds to other critical
areas.
Gisser compared percentage salary increases with percentage jum- ·
ps in the Consumer '?rice Index, finding that the salaries "lagged by
an accumulated total of approximately 9 per cent up to the beginning
of the current academic year:·
"Davis took office earlier this month and, said Gisser, "it would be
understandable if he were unfamiliar with recent evolution of faculty
salaries.''
· The figures may "suggest that the faculty at UNM has .already
made a signiflcan contribution to the financing of higher education _in
New Mexico," Gisser said.
UNM faculty members received a 7.95 per cent raise for the 1975-76
academic year. The 1974-75 increase was 5.66 per cent, compared to
an 11.1 per cent jump in the Consumer Price Index, Gisser's comparison shows .
·The '73-74 sa'lary increase was 4.63 per cent and the inflation index
8.97 per cent. Comparable figures of '72-73 are 2.94 per cent raises and
3.97 per cent inflatiop. In '71-72 the figures were 5.02 and 3.61.
The academic year 1971-72 produced a 1.41 per· cent gain in faculty
raises over the Consumer Price Index increase. Decreases of 1.03 per
cent, 4.34 per cent and 5.44 per cimt occured in succeeding years,
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Photo by Mtgucl Gandcrt

Who is missing from this picture? Pictured (left to right) are 1975 Homecoming Queen
P.M. Dgffev. Ingrassia, local sportscaster and UNM graduate Jim Boggio and new
UNM President William Davis. See related story and answer 2.
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